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Abstract 
Female circumcision – a practice which has had a century long prevalence in various African 
contexts – has been subjected to an increasing focus aimed on its abandonment, spanning 
from individual activism, locally based NGO’s to receiving an International Day of Zero 
Tolerance sponsored by the United Nations.  
With a poststructuralist epistemology, and post colonial feminist theoretical framework, 
which consists of postcolonial, transnational feminist theorist Chandra Talpade Mohanty, 
cultural theorist and sociologist Stuart Hall, postcolonial literary critic Edward Said, 
postcolonial feminist critic Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and anthropologist Arturo Escobar we 
investigate the discursive perceptions from the Western field of development on FC in Africa. 
In order to do so, this project firstly outlines the historical discourses on African sexuality and 
Western feminism. This enables an understanding of how the discourse has developed.  
We conclude that the discursive dichotomy between the civilized West and the African 
backwardness is maintained in a dominating number of anti-FC campaigns. Nevertheless, 
through a self-reflexive approach, and acknowledging one’s privileged position and the power 
relation that is constantly present, there is a possibility of reducing the risk of othering.  
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2. Problem Area  
 
Female Circumcision (FC) is a procedure entailing partial or total removal of the external 
female genitalia; however the extensiveness of the procedures vary both from community to 
community but also from each incident (Online: WHO 2013a). According to the World Health 
Organization’s (WHO) statistics from 2013, more than 140 million living women and girls 
have undergone this procedure, where approximately 101 million are located in Africa (ibid).   
Although the precise origin of FC is unclear, several studies indicate that the practice dates 
back to Antiquity (Lightfoot-Klein 1989). The practice of FC predates both Islam and 
Christianity. A Greek papyrus from 163 B.C. mentions girls in Ancient Egypt undergoing 
circumcision. However evidence from mummies has not shown the presence of FC, although 
some sources dealing primarily with the modern issue state otherwise (Huebner 2009: 149ff). 
Some surmise that FC was indeed rooted in the Pharaonic belief of the bisexuality of the  Gods. 
According to this belief the mortals possessed this trait too, having both a female and male 
soul. The feminine soul of the man was located in the prepuce of the penis; the male soul of 
the woman was located in the clitoris. For a healthy gender development, the female had to be 
excised from the man, and the male from the woman, thus circumcision was perceived as 
essential for a boy to become a man, and a girl to become a woman (Meinardus 1977: 388ff).  
 
Today FC is prevalent in 28 countries in Africa, some with higher prevalence than others. The 
prevalence varies considerably, both between and within countries and regions. In seven 
countries the national prevalence is more than 85%; four countries have high prevalence (60 –
85%); medium prevalence (30–40%) is found in seven countries, and low prevalence, ranging 
from 0.6% to 28.2%, is found in the remaining nine countries (Online: WHO 2013b) (See 
Appendix D).  
FC is represented in the West in small numbers, predominantly among certain diasporas and 
immigrant groups (Boyle 2005: 42). 
 
Despite FC’s century long prevalence (Meinardus 1977 in Boyle 2005) it has, only in recent 
decades, received widespread attention by the international community, more precisely 
within the Western hemisphere. The Western awareness of FC has risen steadily since the 
1950s and has created multifaceted reactions, opinions and ultimately activism against the 
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procedure, spanning from local initiatives to regional as well as international organizations 
aiming to eliminate it. The 6th of February marks the UN-sponsored ‘International day of Zero 
Tolerance to Female Genital Mutilation’, which has been held yearly since 2003. In December 
2012, the UN General Assembly accepted a resolution on the banning of FC (Online: 
UNWoman). This year, 2013, the UK government has announced “the biggest ever 
international investment in eradicating FGM [FC]” (Online: UK government a), which is an 
effort that has as a goal to reduce FC by 30 percent in at least 10 countries within the next 5 
years (Online: UK government b). Thusly the focus on FC today can be said to be greater than 
ever.  
 
A general controversy on what to call the practice has emerged through time. Before arguing 
why we have chosen to call the practice female circumcision, we will examine the different 
terms that are used throughout different communities where the procedure is practiced. This 
will eventually illustrate the multiple ways of how FC and its underlying motives are being 
perceived. 
For instance the Arabic words for the procedure of circumcising most commonly used are 
“tahur” or “tahara” which means ‘purification’ and indicates that the procedure as a ritual is 
seen as something which is done to achieve cleanliness. In a number of communities it is 
considered sunna/sunnaye, meaning the way of life prescribed as normative for Muslims on 
the basis of the teachings and practices of the Prophet Muhammad (Nasr 1987: 97ff). The 
practice has many other names deriving from an array of different languages. What is 
common across the communities is that the term often includes both women and men and 
that it refers to something which is done as a transitional ritual to adulthood. As a result of 
this, Westerners initially referred to the practice as female circumcision (Boyle 2005: 44). 
Several activists later objected the term ‘female circumcision’, since they believed that it 
exaggerated the similarities between the female and male procedures (ibid).  
 
To distinguish FC from male circumcision and to highlight the differences in the effects, th e 
founder of Women’s International Network Fran Hosken coined the term ‘Female Genital 
Mutilation’(FGM) (ibid). We will further elaborate on the Hosken Report (1979) in our 
analysis. The term FGM is still widely used by i.e. WHO and other actors within the  
international scene. Nevertheless the term FGM has received a wave of criticism for being 
ethnocentric (ibid). Obiora (1997) and Gruenbaum (2001) use the term FC, as they believe it 
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to be a non-politicized description, which is in many ways in the same lines to why we have 
decided to use the same term. Others, such as Gunning (1990 cited in Boyle 2005) refer to it 
as ‘Female Genital Surgeries’ which is used to emphasize the similarities with non -health 
related vaginal cosmetic surgeries in the West. ‘Female Genital Cutting’ is also widely used (i.e. 
U.S Agency of International Development and the Orchid Project UK) arguing that it is the 
most accurate term concerning the actual procedure, while not being as judgemental as FGM 
is sometimes perceived (Boyle 2005: 47, Online: Orchid UK). 
 
 
2.1 The Other 
 
“As Third World women, our sexuality has been subject to public scrutiny and judgment. We are 
viewed as either oversexed or asexual. Immoral or puritanical”  (Basu in Bulbeck 1998: 129) 
 
The quote above, sums up a point of criticism which we find extremely relevant in this 
growing focus on FC. Women of the ‘Third World’ are subjected to inspection from individuals 
as well as international organisations with the seemingly good intention of eradicating a 
practice which ultimately is a “violation of girl’s and women’s human rights” (WHO 2011: 2).  
 
However, postcolonial feminist theorist and Chandra Talpade Mohanty criticizes how NGOs, 
Western feminists and Western society in general have a tendency to view ‘Third Wo rld 
Women’ as a homogenous entity, failing to acknowledge the diversity that lies in this wide 
concept (Mohanty 1998: 256). According to postcolonial literary critic Edward Said, it 
becomes problematic when this group is recognized as a homogenous entity a s it ultimately 
creates binaries that reflects a sense of “European superiority over Oriental backwardness” 
(Said 2003: 7); in this case African backwardness. Moreover, cultural theorist and sociologist 
Stuart Hall’s concept of representation can in many ways illustrate the complexity in the 
discussion of the representation of FC resulting in the creation of the value loaded meaning 
behind (Hall 1997: 23f).  
 
In this project, we do not pursue to map out any particular inequalities or power structures 
within the communities practicing FC, nor do we provide a thorough investigation on why it 
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happens. Inspired by a self-reflexive approach proclaimed by postcolonial literary critic and 
philosopher Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, we will ‘do our homework before doing fieldwork’ 
(Kapoor 2004). Thus in this project we will be investigating Western discourses in the work 
on ending the practice of FC. 
  
It is not in any way the purpose of this project to advocate for the continuance of FC. In our 
quest to shed light upon the discursive mechanisms in play behind the Western perception on 
the practice, it is important to emphasize that we are not condoning it.  
 
2.2 Problem formulation 
 
What are the discursive perceptions that can be found in the Western views on FC in Africa and 
how have they developed? 
 
3. Methodology  
 
3.1 Philosophies of Science 
 
We have chosen to view our problem from a constructionist, anti-essential standpoint 
(Fuglsang & Olsen 2009: 351), where we assume that the view on FC is a product of social 
processes; meaning we have our epistemological departure in post structuralism. Thus we see 
the way of perceiving FC and the discourse surrounding it as a construction from subjective 
ideals and values in society which are structured and prioritized by i.e. NG Os such as 
BØRNEfonden, the Orchid Project, and other (I)NGOs and international institutions (See 3.3 
Data Collection). Our aim in this chapter is therefore to clarify the main characteristics of the 
poststructuralist thinking which also has affected our theoretical choices and our analytical 
strategy.  
 
One of the philosophical aims of post structuralism is to problematize and criticize the 
metaphysical assumptions and notions which are predisposed in social scientific thinking in 
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traditional Western philosophy. Post structuralism can therefore be defined as a metaphysical 
critique (Stormhøj 2006: 32). 
 
Anti-essentialism – also called anti-fundamentalism – is one of the most characteristic aspects 
of post structuralism. Human understanding of the surrounding world can only be achieved 
by our conceptual world, through language and discourse. Language is viewed as being loaded 
with value and can thus only produce ambiguous and incomplete meaning (Stormhøj 2006: 
16). In post structuralism it has a productive and also a decisive role in human understanding. 
Language is not a referential point, referring to something ‘real’, ‘out there’ outside of human 
understanding (ibid: 35). In our research this also includes visual material in the form of 
images and videos. Therefore a universal objective truth can never be achieved in post 
structuralism as meaning can never be produced outside of language. All reality we stumble 
upon is ‘always, already’ inside a discourse. Meaning reality is always subjected to 
interpretation (ibid: 33). 
 
This also applies to the ontological standpoint of social theorist Michel Foucault – whose work 
has affected the works of our theorists Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Stuart Hall, Edward Said, 
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and Arturo Escobar. Foucault’s ontological standpoint is anti-
essential as he assumes that even though the world exists independent of human 
understanding, it is always mediated through constructed discourses (Foucault 2008: 3).  
 
Another characteristic aspect of post structuralism is perspectivism. In addition to the anti-
fundamental features which notes that human understanding can only be mediated through 
discourse and can therefore never achieve a universality, it also notes that individuals 
perceive the world from a certain perspective, from a certain time and place (Stormhøj 2006: 
17). Discourse is anchored in specific points in history and is the ‘curtain’ that lies behind 
understanding and the perspective being taken (ibid: 33). 
 
The choice of perspective is also driven by interest, power and specific values. There is always 
a motive behind a perspective which means that the knowledge that is created in the given 
context also reflects values and an underlying agenda (ibid: 17). 
Foucault recommends a critical approach in order to understand the historical context where 
knowledge is produced. He has made it his task to uncover the conditions of possibilities 
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which always have their origins in a certain historical point. That is what he calls ‘episteme’. 
Episteme is the structure of thought which is prominent in a historical period, which is 
decisive and crucial in how one understands, experiences and dictates the conceptual 
apparatuses utilized (ibid: 55) 
 
As one type of knowledge is produced and a specific perception of reality is constituted, other 
forms of knowledge and realities are excluded. Exclusion is an elementary part of post 
structuralism in the constitution of a specific reality. There are many discourses that enter a 
power struggle and compete in defining reality or a certain division of reality and exclude 
other possible definitions (ibid: 34). 
 
Conclusively it can be said that this poststructuralist view is most relevant in the issue raised 
in this project. This project aims to question the perception on FC which lies in central 
discourses including the UN, WHO and the (I)NGO’s which will be presented in this 
methodological chapter. Our aim is to maintain a critical angle on how knowledge on female 
sexuality and lives, female subordination etc. of ‘Third World women’ is produced and which 
interests are at play in the power struggle that defines the prominent perception of reality.   
In continuation of the above, and taking into consideration that we are working with theorists 
valuing a high level of self-reflexivity, we recognize the importance of a constant awareness of 
our own position when producing knowledge about the discourse on the Other. That is, we 
are aware of our own privilege as being a part of the academic world in the global North.  
 
3.2 Research strategy 
 
We want to examine the discursive mechanisms that can be found in the Western views on FC. 
We choose to unfold the problem formulation through our theoretical framework consisting 
of well-established theories by postcolonial feminist theorist Mohanty, literary theoretician 
and founding figure of the critical-theory field of postcolonialism Said and cultural theorist 
and sociologist Hall. In addition to the above we have cherry picked concepts by literary critic 
and philosopher Spivak and anthropologist Escobar known for his contributions to post 
development theory. The selected theoretical concepts will be used as analytical tools to 
analyze the collected empirical data, which we will further elaborate on in the following 
chapter. With inspiration from discourse analysis, the emphasis in our project is placed on 
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versions of reality propounded by the members of the social setting, i.e. NGOs and 
development institutions working with FC, being investigated and on the creation of that 
reality through their renditions of it (Bryman 2008: 500). The data collected and analyzed 
upon has been critically read, in our search to shed light upon constructed discourses being 
maintained in the phenomenon of FC and how certain actors draw on discourse to legitimize 
their positions and actions (ibid: 509). In the light of our theoretical departure four central 
themes have been located and used to analyze upon: Human rights, universalization of female 
subordination, (mis)representation and self-representation.  
 
3.3 Data collection 
 
As the project attempts to uncover today’s as well as historical discursive perceptions on FC 
within a Western context, a wide range of data has been put into use. We have used different 
methodological approaches to the collection of empirical data, which helps us build a broad 
and balanced insight into the field of investigation we seek to uncover  (Thagaard, 2004: 84). 
Thus, primary historical data as well as secondary sources is analyzed upon just as 
contemporary campaign material, applications and reviews. The latter has respectively 
included: UN, WHO, BØRNEfonden, Orchid Project Denmark/UK, Danida, and DFID. The data 
collected has been both texts and visual material in the form of imagery used in ‘anti-FC 
campaigns’. The visual material has been collected through our encounter with STOP FGM 
NOW!, Amnesty International and The Kirira Foundation. Examples from newspaper articles 
will also be used to exemplify discourses in the present-day Western press. 
 
Furthermore, interviews with representatives from BØRNEfonden and Orchid Project 
Denmark have been conducted. Brief e-mail correspondences with representatives from 
Danida and DFID is also included in our empirical findings, without the opportunity of the 
establishment of an interview. This will be further elaborated in our limitations. 
The interviews conducted with BØRNEfonden and Orchid Project Denmark have been 
undertaken with the aim of widening the amount and scope of empirical data as well as 
providing a deeper comprehension of the motivations, aims, strategies and understandings of 
the organizations and departments in play in the case of working to end FC.  
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We have conducted qualitative interviews as they allow us to cover both the ‘factual level’ 
with the explicit descriptions and information provided by the respondent as well as the 
‘meaning level’ which allows us to ‘read between the lines’ (Kvale&Brinkmann 2011: 46ff, FT). 
With the purpose of deriving discursive notions and perceptions the qualitative interview and 
qualitative analysis method is thus obvious in order to produce in-depth ‘thick descriptions’ 
(Bryman 2008: 378).  
 
“When conducting interviews from a discursive or dialectical point of view, we are interested in 
the contradictions that people do not express as aspects of concrete individuals as such, but 
rather as aspects of historical discursive practices” (Sartre quoted in: Kvale&Brinkmann 2011: 
251: FT). Hence, after transcribing the interviews we have employed both meaning 
condensing to sum up the manifest statements of the respondents as well as meaning 
interpretation to illuminate some of the latent perceptions and notions in what is being said 
(Kvale&Brinkmann 2011: 227, 230). 
 
3.3.1 Data in our historical introduction 
 
We have built our historical introduction on the work of feminist scholar Anne McClintock, 
who in her work ‘Imperial Leather’ provides a thorough analysis on gender and sexuality in a 
colonial context. In addition, we also utilize other secondary literature. 
In our historical introduction, we further utilize Master and Johnson’s work on Human Sexual 
Response and The Hosken Report by Fran Hosken as main sources, which, in opposition to 
how we utilize McClintock’s work, are objects of our analysis.  
 
3.3.2 Introduction of Interviewees 
 
Birgitte Zachau Handwerk 
Handwerk is the director of Orchid Project Denmark. The interview was conducted in her 
office located in central Copenhagen and lasted approx. 1 hour. A transcription of the 
interview is attached as Appendix b. 
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Karen Oppfeldt 
Oppfeldt is the program coordinator for health in the children’s organisation BØRNEfonden. 
The interview was conducted by telephone and lasted approx. 22 minutes. Oppfeldt asked for 
the themes of the questions to be sent to her prior to the actual interview being conducted. A 
transcription of the interview is attached as Appendix b. 
 
Lena Hothes 
Hothes is the administrator of sexual and reproductive health and rights in the office for 
Development Policies and Global Cooperation for the Danish Foreign Ministry. She provided 
us with the Danida Sexual and reproductive rights (SRHR) strategy report from 2006. The 
interview was a brief mail correspondence (see Appendix C). 
 
Mark Wrighton 
Wrighton, representative from DFID, attached their Business Case “A programme to 
demonstrate effectiveness, catalyse change, build the evidence base and strengthen a global 
movement to end Female Genital Mutilation/Cutting”, in our brief e-mail correspondence with 
him. This gave us an insight in how they strategically addressed FC.  
 
3.3.3 The interviews conducted 
 
Before our interview with Oppfeldt from BØRNEfonden she attached their application for 
financial support to their project concerning work against FC in Mali, containing their 
approach and strategy. Questions were therefore also specifically targeted at their  concrete 
approach. 
 
As aforementioned, the interview with Oppfeldt was conducted over the telephone, with this, 
one needs to bear in mind that there might be some noticeable differences in conducting a 
telephone interview, i.e. non-verbal communication such as facial expressions.  
In our interview with Handwerk, our point of departure was The Orchid Project’s annual 
review 2011/2012 and how the organization communicated and campaigned on the Danish 
and British website about FC as a practice and their strategies in the fight against it. 
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In general, certain questions in the interview guide were used in both interviews conducted, 
with few changes such as questions concerning the Mali project and the Orchid project review 
2011/2012. The interview guide and transcriptions are attached as Appendix A and B.  
 
3.3.4 Presentation of (I)NGOs and institutions 
 
BØRNEfonden 
BØRNEfonden participates actively in the fight against FC in the communities in West Africa, 
where the organization works and thus supports the global effort to end what they describe 
as a cultural act. With funding from Danida BØRNEfonden launched a project against FC in the 
West African Sahel land, Mali (Online: U-landsnyt). We encountered BØRNEfonden in our 
search for Danish NGO’s dealing with FC. 
 
Orchid Project Denmark/UK 
Orchid Project is a UK based charitable organization with an international reach.  
Orchid Project was founded in 2010 and gained official UK charitable status in 2011 . In 2011 
Orchid established Orchid Project Denmark simultaneously with the start of their close 
cooperation with the Senegal-based NGO TOSTAN. TOSTAN operates in over 500 
communities in Senegal, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Gambia, Mauritania, Somalia and Djibouti 
(Online: TOSTAN). Their mission is “to empower African communities to bring about 
sustainable development and positive social transformation based on respect for human rights”  
(Ibid). Their target areas are mostly rural regions where they work on the promotion of 
literacy and increasing community engagement in projects to promote health and hygiene, 
child welfare, human rights and democracy, environmental causes, and economic 
development (ibid). The Orchid Project is a charity that relies on fundraising and its small 
team networks with other charities, non-profits and organisations to create effective change. 
They have also had a considerable influence on DFID’s focus on FC, were the founder of the 
Orchid Project Julia Lalla-Maharahj joined DFID on research trips to find solutions on how to 
eliminate FC (online: Orchidproject UK). Orchid Project Denmark is in close cooperation with 
the organization in the UK, but the Danish subdivision is primarily working within 
fundraising. We encountered Orchid Project Denmark/UK as a recommendation for their 
work through our e-mail correspondence with Lena Hothes from Danida. 
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STOP FGM NOW! 
“STOP FGM NOW!” unites associations, companies and private persons in an effort to put an 
end to what they describe as a ‘barbarian crime’ by raising both awareness and funds (Online: 
STOP FGM NOW). STOP FGM NOW is supported by The Waris Dirie foundation and initiated 
by the German company “Heymann Brandt di Gemini”. We encountered STOP FGM NOW, due 
to our background knowledge of Somali-born super-model and Human Rights activist Waris 
Dirie’s best-seller biography “The Desert Flower”, describing her personal experience with FC.  
 
Amnesty International 
END FGM is a European campaign, led by Amnesty International Ireland, working in 
partnership with a number of organizations in European Union member states. The END FGM 
European Campaign wants the EU to adopt a comprehensive approach to end FC and protect 
women and girls fleeing their countries in fear of being subjected to FC (Online: Amnesty 
International). We encountered the END FGM campaign through general research. 
 
The Kirira Foundation 
The Spanish Kirira Foundation is an independent, non-confessional, non-political and non-
governmental organization, whose main purpose is to better the life conditions of the children 
– their families and communities – from the practice of FC. Their main goals are: the 
cooperation for the economic development, the defense of human rights and the education 
and promotion of volunteers to help eradicate the procedure (Online: Kirira Foundation). We 
encountered The Kirira Foundation through the search of Anti-FC campaign images, were one 
of their campaigns woke great attention in the public and is also present in the “Top 100 Ads 
of the World” (Online: The Ivory Woman). 
 
Danida 
Sexual and reproductive health and rights remain high on Denmark’s development agenda. As 
stated in Danida’s report “The Promotion of Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights for 
Denmark’s Support” from 2006, Denmark draws on the 2005 World Summit momentum to “… 
advance the implementation of the ICPD Programme of Action and the principles and the rights 
it stands for” (Danida 2006: 8). The rights issue is key in Denmark’s developmental strategy in 
concerns to the promotion of SRHR. It was further stated in Danida’s strategy in their 2006 
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report that “People should be able to take their own decisions about their sexual and 
reproductive lives and have the means to do so”(Danida 2006: 10). As an example; Denmark 
contributed with 2.5 mil. DKK in 2003 and 3.5 mil. DKK in 2007 to Inter-African Committee on 
Traditional Practices (IAC) for their work in the fight against FC (Appendix C, FT).  
Furthermore, Denmark strives towards the eradication of FC on a normative level within the 
UN, EU, and other relevant platforms. Being the Danish Development organ we fo und it 
mandatory to research upon their strategy against FC (ibid, FT).  
 
DFID 
During our research we came across the news that the DFID recently (March 2013) ensured 
£35 mil. in the fight against FC. As mentioned the rights based approach is a general approach 
which both Danida and DFID have their point of departure. However the statements from 
DFID are more specific when it comes to the case of FC as opposed to Danida. This is for 
instance seen in how they state that FC is one of the most extreme manifestations of gender 
inequality (DFID Business Case: 33). What caught our attention when it came to DFID was the 
£35 mil. contribution to the fight against FC. 
 
3.4 Reflections  
 
Both Said and Spivak have been criticized for exercising the opposite of Orientalism, where 
the West instead of ‘the Orient’ is being homogenized and essentialized (Moore -Gilbert 1997: 
45). Said seeks to avert such tendencies i.a. by distinguishing between different types of 
Orientalism respectively rooted in Britain, France, Germany, the US etc., thus being aware of 
the historical, (post)colonial, geographical and cultural factors differentiating and affecting 
these different perceptions of the Orient (Said 2004: 292ff, 323ff). The project also endeavors 
an awareness of the different backgrounds and positions of our respondents and general data 
material. This seems relevant, when observing the different contexts of e.g. the UK (DFID, 
Orchid Project UK) and Denmark (BØRNEfonden, DANIDA, Orchid Denmark) in terms of 
projects concerning FC. Here, the UK has a history of colonial activity in a rather big number of 
targeted countries, and domestically the UK has the highest levels of FC exercised within 
Europe (Online: Deutche Welle). 
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Opposite, Denmark does not have much of a colonial history in the African region where the 
respective development projects are targeting FC, and in comparison a rather small share of 
immigrants from countries with high prevalence of FC (Online: UNRIC). Despite persistent 
awareness of these differences, the project refrains itself from concluding on persistent 
discourses within separate countries and delimits itself to the research of the more general 
discursive perceptions within Europe and North America.  
 
 
3.5 Limitations 
 
In our project, we have repeatedly encountered limitations which we will accordingly 
highlight. In our quest for historical empirical data which would help us elucidate whether the 
past discourses were also prevailing present-day, it was only possible to obtain WHO reports 
from start 1990s and no longer back. We also encountered great limitation in our search to 
find “The Hosken Report” (1979) by Frank Hosken, which we only found a snippet of, despite 
references from various texts mentioning it. Additionally the version we have found, does not 
entail page numbers.  
 
Furthermore, after repeated attempts, it was not possible to set up an interview with Orchid 
Project UK, despite the direct referral and recommendation by Birgitte Handwerk Zachau. 
This also applied to DFID, whom with their otherwise enthusiasms sent their Business case to 
us and referred us to Jane Miller and Jane Hobson, the main representatives of DFID lead 
"Anti-FGC" strategy. DANIDA gave us information about the Danish financial support in the 
fight against FC, reports and recommendations, but did not answer whether they would be 
available for a possible interview. 
 
4. Contextualization of FC  
 
When using terms as the “practice” and “procedure” of FC we are in fact referring to an entire 
range of different practices and procedures. The WHO categorizes FC in 4 different types 
(Online: WHO 2013a): 
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 Firstly (Type I), also commonly known as the sunna procedure, is the procedure 
where the prepuce or the hood of the clitoris is removed  
 Secondly (Type II), the “clitoridectomy” which involves the removal of some or all of 
the clitoris and the labia minora, leaving the labia majora intact. This procedure in 
itself varies tremendously in its degree of seriousness (Boyle 2005). 
 Thirdly (Type III), the “infibulations” or the “Pharaonic” is characterized by WHO 
(2013) as being the most invasive form of FC. This procedure involves the excision of 
the clitoris, labia minora, labia majora, followed by the sewing together of the edges of 
the vulva, leaving a small hole through which urine and menstrual fluid may pass. 
Infibulation is common in the horn of Africa (Somalia, Sudan, Ethiopia, Eritrea and 
Djibouti) and consist of 15 % of all FC procedures exercised worldwide. 
 Fourthly (Type VI), is a type which includes several procedures. WHO characterizes 
type 4 FC as “all other harmful procedures to the female genitalia for non-medical 
purposes, e.g. pricking, piercing, incising, scraping and cauterizing the genital area” This 
includes the elongation of labia minora or the clitoris, or the use of vaginal products 
(ibid). 
 
4.1 Cultural, religious and social causes 
 
In our quest to shed light upon how FC is being viewed upon, the possible causes behind the 
practice need to be outlined to get a broader understanding of the context. The practice is 
known across socioeconomic classes and among different ethnic and cultural groups, 
including Christians, Muslims, Jews, and followers of indigenous African religions (Toubia 
1993: 1). 
 
These therefore include a wide range and mix of not only religious but indeed cultural and 
social factors. Additionally it varies from community to community but also within families 
(Boyle 2005: 41).  
 
Where FC is seen as a social convention, the social pressure to conform to what others in the 
community does and have been doing in generations is a strong motivation to perpetuate the 
practice. It is often considered a necessary part of raising a girl properly, and a way to prepare 
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her for marriage and adulthood (Online: WHO 2013). Another aspect of why FC is practised is 
due to the beliefs about what is considered to be proper sexual behaviour linking it to purity, 
marital fidelity and birth control. It is also believed in some communities that it reduces a 
woman’s libido and therefore allegedly helping her in resisting “illicit” sexual acts (Boyle 
2005: 51, James 1996: 1039, 1044).  
FC is in different contexts associated with deeply rooted cultural ideals of modesty and 
femininity, including strong notions of cleanliness, hygiene and beauty. Thus, the procedure 
can be seen as a removal of parts that are considered male or unclean (Dellenborg 2004: 84, 
James 1996: 1044). In most societies, FC is considered a cultural tradition, which is often used 
as an argument for its continuation just as it is said to be “maintaining tribal identity” (Online: 
WHO 2013 a, James 1996: 1038). 
 
As aforementioned, FC is practiced by several religious groupings worldwide, including 
Christians, Muslims and Jews. Even though no religious scripts prescribe the practice, it is 
often being linked to religion and is believed to have religious support. It gets even more 
complex since religious leaders take varying positions with regard to FC. Some promote it, 
some consider it irrelevant to religion, and others contribute strongly to its abandonment and 
educate about how it goes against the religion. Surgeon and women's health rights activist 
Nahid Toubia states that "female circumcision is not even mentioned in any religious text," and 
that scholars in Africa "would testify that [in Africa] traditional and tribal rituals commonly 
supersede religion" (Toubia 1994: 4). 
 
Another social aspect is how FC in some cases is understood as empowering women for self-
agency and control over men - circumcision, marriage and motherhood are thus interlinked, 
seen as granting women access to secret societies initiated independently from men (Diallo 
2004: 184, James 1998: 1032, Dellenborg 2004: 84) 
 
In general, the upholding of the practice is said to be due to a mix of the local structures of 
power and authority. This includes community leaders, religious leaders, circumcisers, and 
even some medical personnel (Online: WHO 2013a). 
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4.2 Health complications and consequences 
 
In the following paragraph we will outline the WHO (2013) listed health complications and 
consequences of the procedure. Immediate complications can include: haemorrhage 
(bleeding), tetanus or sepsis (bacterial infection), severe pain, shock, urine retention, open 
sores in the genital region and injury to nearby genital tissue. Long-term consequences can 
include: cysts, recurrent bladder and urinary tract infections, infertility, and an increased risk 
of childbirth complications. The psychological effects are largely undefined, though several 
authors write that the event is often traumatic and leaves an emotional scar  (ibid). 
 
4.3 International response 
 
In 2008 WHO together with 9 other United Nations partners, issued a new statement on the 
elimination of FGM to support increased advocacy for ‘the abandonment of FGM’. The 2008 
statement provided evidence collected over the past decade about the practice. It highlighted 
the increased recognition of the human rights and legal dimensions of the problem and 
provides data on the frequency and scope of FC. In 2010 WHO published a "Global strategy to 
stop health care providers from performing female genital mutilation" in collaboration with 
other key UN agencies and international organizations. In December 2012, the UN General 
Assembly accepted a resolution banning FC (Online: UN Women 2013)  
 
The new statements builds on the original from 1997 that WHO issued together with the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA).  
Since 1997, great efforts have been made to counteract FGM, through research, work within 
communities, and changes in public policy 
 
5. Theoretical presentation 
 
5.1 Othering 
 
In the following chapter we will introduce our main theoretical departure which consists of 
three main thinkers: Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Stuart Hall and Edward Said. Additional 
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concepts have been cherry picked to supplement our main theoretical framework consisting 
of: Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and Arturo Escobar. There is an underlying theme that crosses 
through all three of these theoreticians which we see as being relevant in the discursive 
analysis of FC. While Mohanty and Said critically outline how the Western world discursively 
categorizes, classifies and establishes itself in opposition to the Other - people of the ‘Third 
World’ - Hall’s theory of representation gives us the tools to analyze how this Other is 
represented through communication strategies seen i.e. through campaigning, such as visual 
imaging etc. The combination of these will give us the foundation to critically assess the 
notions of FC that exists in our empirical findings and unearth the process of othering. Lastly 
Escobar and Spivak will briefly be introduced along with feminist scholar Sandra Harding to 
supplement our main theories, in order to discuss the analytical findings through their 
respective works on post development theory, postcolonial critique and on ‘The Standpoint 
Theory’.  
 
5.2 Chandra Talpade Mohanty 
 
In the following chapter we will introduce our theoretical departure from postcolonial and 
transnational feminist theorist Chandra Talpade Mohanty’s critical essay ‘Under Western Eyes: 
Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses’. We will refer to the three main principles she 
uncovers in the prevailing discourse of Western feminist study’s analyses of ‘Third World 
women’. 
 
‘Woman’, sisterhood 
The first step in Mohanty’s criticism lies in Western feminism’s approach towards studying 
‘Third World women’. Firstly there is a discursive ahistorical ‘woman’ labeled as being 
powerless, exploited, sexually harassed etc.; and secondly, the material subject ‘women’ a 
heterogeneous group which consists of different subjects contextually founded in history 
(Mohanty 1998: 259). The line between these two types tends to become blurred. Thus they 
create the universal assumption of shared oppression between all women, paying n o regard 
to historical, political and economic context. Mohanty argues that every discourse perceiving 
its own subject as the implicit reference point and as able to categorize and represent cultural 
Others, is in fact exercising discursive power (Mohanty 2007: 222). She criticizes how 
analyses of ‘Third World women’ are founded in Western feminist assumptions and interests, 
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and how these are seen as being universal for all women. Instead she calls out for local 
analyses based in the political, economic context of the given area in question (Mohanty 1998: 
266): 
 
“Instead of analytically demonstrating the production of women as socio-economic     
political groups within particular local contexts, this move limits the definition of the 
female subject to gender identity, completely bypassing social class and ethnic 
identities.” (Ibid: 265) 
 
 
Furthermore Mohanty emphasizes that this type of discourse, these types of simplistic 
formulations is reductive and does not effectively design a strategy to fight against 
oppression. They only reinforce binary divides between men and women (Ibid: 265f). 
 
Methodological universalism 
The second principle consists in the uncritical use of particular methodologies in providing 
"proof" of universality and cross-cultural validity (Ibid: 258f). She explains that the proof of 
universalism is “provided through the use of an arithmetic method” (Ibid: 267) 
This use of method is also found when WHO-documents defines FC as a tradition practiced in 
28 African countries, some Asian and Middle Eastern countries (Online: WHO 2011: 1), and 
then indicates that notions of sexual control or extreme discrimination of women is a 
universal fact in those countries. “It [FC] reflects deep-rooted inequality between the sexes, and 
constitutes an extreme form of discrimination against women” (Online: WHO 2013a). This 
method arithmetically uses large numbers of different, fragmented examples from different 
contexts to produce a universal fact (Mohanty 1998: 267). 
 
Furthermore concepts such as reproduction, the sexual division of labour, the family, 
marriage, household, patriarchy, etc., are often used without specifying the local cultural and 
historical context (ibid: 267f). 
 
“If such concepts are assumed to be universally applicable, the resultant homogenization of 
class, race, religious, cultural and historical specificities of the lives of women in the third 
world can create a false sense of the commonality of oppressions, interests and struggles 
between and amongst women globally. Beyond sisterhood there is still racism, colonialism and 
imperialism” (Ibid 269) 
. 
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This is a methodology of a study which later was called Intersectionality, a term coined by 
feminist theorist Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989. It is a methodology which studies the 
interdependence and relationship between different dimensions of power and subject 
formation such as class, race and gender. They all systematically contribute to social exclusion 
and inequity (Arnfred 2007: 209). 
 
The ‘third world difference’ & power relations 
Mohanty has through her critical analysis of Western feminist literature on ‘Third World 
women’ concluded that despite efforts and methodological precautions against generalization, 
there still lies an intrinsic Western assumption of ‘women’ as a coherent group in a giv en 
culture prior to social relations. This notion of ‘women’ as a homogenous group regardless of 
class or ethnicity, ultimately structure the world in binaries where it is only possible to see 
women in opposition to men. Thusly both men and women are ‘always, already’ constituted as 
the subordinate woman and the dominating man (Mohanty 1998: 270f). 
 
As already touched upon, Western feminism has created a binary representation between 
Western and ‘Third World women’ within the notion of global sisterhood. Along these lines, 
this creates what Mohanty calls the ‘third world difference’  which entails a paternalistic 
attitude towards women living in the ‘Third World’. Moreover, it enhances the perception of 
‘free choice’ as being a Western privilege not available  for ‘Third World women’ because of 
their many-dimensional suppression. Thus the power to define needs and interests of colored 
women come to lie in the hands of Western feminists (Mohanty 2007: 243). This ‘third world 
difference’ opens up for a relation of power between the two. The colonial tendencies in 
Western feminism become apparent when ‘Third World women’ become the object, in 
opposition to the Western subject. That is, when representation of women in the ‘Third 
World’ oppose the self-representation of Western feminists (ibid: 242).  
 
5.3 Stuart Hall 
 
Cultural theorist and sociologist Stuart Hall’s concept of representation can in many ways 
illustrate the complexity of the discussions on the representation of FC resulting in the 
creation of the value-loaded meaning behind. Hall insists on the role intellectual work can 
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play in helping to regain control of an image-dominated world which in many ways has 
drifted beyond the control of ordinary people. According to Hall, communication is always 
linked to power and he further links two ideas together; the fact that messages work in 
complex ways and that they are always connected with the way power operates in a society 
(Hall 1997: 25). To fully understand something one must step out of what one is immersed in, 
since it may just become accepted if it is not questioned and interrogated properly. Hall 
focuses specifically on visual images and representation, but what he points out is useful to all 
representations (ibid: 35), which is why we find it applicable in our case when it comes to 
othering. 
 
Representation as Constitutive 
Representation is constitutive and the producer of meaning and reality does not exist outside 
this process. Hall describes the essence of Representation as being the process by which 
members of a culture use language to produce meaning (Ibid: 23f). Thus in this he implies that 
objects, human beings, events do not have a fixed or ‘true’ meaning. Therefore there is no 
guarantee that meanings will not change between cultures as well as between periods. One 
important aspect of representation is the acceptance of a certain degree of cultural relativism 
between cultures, meaning one needs ‘translation’ when moving from one culture, ideology or 
mindset to another. This is called the constructionist approach (ibid: 62). Hall argues that 
culture, consisting of maps of meaning, is the way we as human beings make sense of and give 
meaning to the world we live in. What happens is that the meaning arises due to shared 
cultural maps which a society shares together. Without a culture that gives meaning, it would 
literally result in viewing the world as incomprehensible (ibid: 19). 
We have an immense need to organize and classify the world we live in, and this particular 
system of classification which is used constantly in our society is almost seen as a basic 
genetic feature of human beings (ibid). 
 
Inter-textuality 
As aforementioned, objects do not have a fixed meaning. However objects accumulate 
meaning and “play off their meanings against one another, across a variety of texts and media” 
(ibid: 232). Each object carries its own specific meaning. Nevertheless on a macro level of how 
the Other is represented in a given cultural setting in a given time, we can see the similar 
representational practices being repeated with variations, from one text or site of 
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representation to another. This accumulation of meaning across different texts, where an 
image refers to another, or has its meaning altered by being ‘read’ in the context of other 
images, is called inter-textuality. Furthermore, the specific ‘repertoire’ of imagery, texts and 
meanings in a given cultural space and time is called a ‘regime of representation’ (ibid: 233).  
 
Ideology and Power 
The creation of meaning is always a process of interpreting what is represented. Meaning 
depends on a certain kind of fixing, interpretation is therefore dependent on historical and 
cultural context. Power and ideology attempts to fix the meanings of images and language. 
However, meaning is always subverted because the fixing of meaning cannot be guaranteed, it 
can be unfixed - meaning can only be changed because it cannot finally be fixed (Online: Hall 
Lecture). The circulation of meaning can never be separated from power. The issue of power 
can never be excluded from the aim of understanding representation (Hall 1997: 147). 
 
Stereotypes 
Hall’s work on The Representation of Blacks in the Media where he states that it is difficult to 
completely eliminate race as a ‘floating signifier’ because it is impossible to remove the  
obvious physical differences of distinct races (Online: Hall Lecture). ‘Positive’ representations 
cannot fix meaning any more than ideologically ‘bad’ representations can be fixed. The 
meaning will always slip away. The idea is that you could maintain a positive image, but just 
as it is impossible to fix stereotypical representations, it is just as impossible to fix reverse 
stereotypes.  
 
Taking apart images requires going inside the image itself, turning the stereotype against 
itself, occupying the fixed terrain of the stereotypical representation. Reversing stereotypes is 
a problem in itself. Hall argues that if one wants to change the relationship of the viewer to the 
image, one has to intervene in exactly that powerful exchange between the image and its  
psychic meaning, the depths of the collective and social fantasies to expose and deconstruct 
the work of the fantasy (ibid). 
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5.4 Edward Said: Orientalism 
 
While Edward Said writes about the ‘Western’ perceptions of the ‘Orient’, this report is rather 
occupied with the ‘Western’ perceptions of the ‘African’. Therefore, we will mainly be using 
his methodological approach and theoretical tools. This seems logical methodologically, as 
‘Orientalism’ according to Said says more about ‘the West’ than ‘the Orient’. Through this 
project we will primarily be operationalizing the theory of Orientalism as it is elaborated in 
the book Orientalism by Said (1978) and thus we will not go in depth with later supplements 
and clarifications.  
 
Orientalism can be understood as “(…) a way of coming to terms with the Orient that is based 
on the Orients special place in European Western experience” (Said 2003: 1) as well as “(...) a 
Western style of dominating restructuring and having authority of the Orient ” (Said 2003: 3). 
Using the archeological methodology of Michel Foucault, Said explains how Europe through 
history has gained strength and identity by discursively placing itself in opposition to the 
Orient (Said 2003: 3, Said 2004: 29). He emphasizes the role of power, domina tion and 
knowledge when describing the relationship between the Orient and the Occident and 
describes Orientalism as “(…) the whole network of interests inevitably brought to bear on (and 
therefore always involved in) any occasion when that peculiar entity ‘the Orient’ is in question” 
(Said 2003: 3). Thus, Said’s theory is both a critique of Orientalist discourse and its 
entanglement in political, economic and imperialist-colonial power. 
 
One of the main techniques within Orientalist discourse is the creation of a clear dichotomy. 
While European Western culture is constructed as the cultural hegemony this is further 
enforced with a representation of the Orient as the opponent: “European superiority over 
Oriental backwardness” (Said 2003: 7). This is done with what Said terms the “flexible 
positional superiority”, which continuously places the West in opposition to the Other without 
ever losing “the relative upper hand” (ibid). 
 
The main goal of the theory of Orientalism is to show the strength of the western discourse 
and its dominating representation of the Orient, and enable awareness amongst (formerly) 
colonized people so as not to see themselves through the western discourses that is imposed 
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upon them (Said 2003: 25). Said proclaims that academia and schoo ling as well as the work of 
”even the most eccentric artists” is restricted by cultural norms, society, and institutions – no 
work or writing is ever free and no science on the matter is objective. Through history 
Orientalism has resulted in a sort of consensus, where writing on the ‘Orient’ always builds 
upon former orientalists’ work – what Said calls that orientalism has been regularized (Said 
2003: 201ff): 
 
Latent and Manifest Orientalism 
Said problematizes the veracity of language and claims that the Orient became a word with 
numerous associations and connotations which do not necessarily refer to ‘the Orient’ or the 
‘Orientals’ (Said 2003: 203). When producing the dichotomy of the Orient as the opposite or 
other, the Orient was reduced to essential and unchanging ideas – “(…) its sensuality, its 
tendency to despotism, its aberrant mentality, its habits of inaccuracy, its backwardness (…)”  
(Said 2003: 205). The word Oriental obtained a clear set of references which appeared 
“morally neutral and objectively valid”; a basis which could not and was not re-evaluated or 
challenged and became what Said refers to as latent orientalism as opposed to manifest 
orientalism (Said 2003: 205ff). 
Latent orientalism is ”almost unconscious” and ”certainly untouchable” while manifest 
orientalism has to do with overtly stated opinions on the characteristics of the Orient and its 
inhabitants. Whenever new knowledge on the Orient is found, it appears only within the 
framework of manifest Orientalism, while the latent Orientalism seems indisputable and 
constant (Said 2003: 206f). 
According to Said it is a common human tendency to classify and put our surrounding world 
in to order, to be able to control and tame the unknown; the world beyond our limits, - the 
‘exotic’. This includes a tendency to assign certain functions to objects, areas etc. which are 
often given on a non-rational basis and by coincidence (Said 2004: 78ff): 
“Orientals were rarely seen or looked at; they were seen through, analyzed not as 
citizens, or even people, but as problems to be solved or confined or – as the colonial 
powers openly coveted their territory – taken over” (Said 2003: 207). 
Ever since the renaissance ‘the West’ has constantly oscillated between alienating and 
identifying ‘Oriental’ objects – the alienating as a part of ‘othering’ and defining the ‘West’ as 
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the opposite to the ‘Oriental’ and the identifying as part of defining the ‘Oriental’ object as a 
sub-version of the ‘West’ (Said 2004: 82ff). He describes how ‘the West’ through history has 
rejected to understand the Orient, the Koran, Islam etc.. This because the construction of the 
‘Oriental’ Other is done only to confirm the ‘Western’ audience in its assumptions of ‘the 
Oriental’ and not in an attempt to get as close to the empirical material of ‘the Orient’ as 
possible (Said 2004: 94ff). 
 
Paternalism, sustainability and lack of representation 
The Orient is not present when being studied, and this absence is what enables the presence 
of Orientalism. Whenever contemporary manifest discoveries were made concerning ‘Oriental 
thought’ or ‘Oriental culture’ this was mediated through the latent ideas of the Orientalist 
(Said 2003: 208). 
This is connected to the paternalism of Orientalism which covers how the Orientals were to be 
civilized by the Westerners and taught about freedom while being saved from their own 
culture. According to Said, relatively advanced cultures have almost always been racist, 
imperialist and ethnocentric when it comes to ”other cultures” (Said 2003: 204). However, 
one should never underestimate the sustainability of Orientalism or suppose that “(…) the 
structure of Orientalism is nothing more than a structure of lies or myths which, were the truth 
about them to be told, would simply blow away” (Said 2003: 6).  
This has led to the critique of Said, that his theory of Orientalism only focuses on the negative 
aspects of different cultures interacting, while not offering a new epistemology or 
methodology to change this practice (Said 1989: 210). Replying to this criticism, Said re peats 
and emphasizes that no epistemology, discipline or structure of knowledge has ever been able 
to stand free of the political, economic, historical and sociocultural context in which it was 
generated, and that Orientalism with its deep historical and aggregated roots within Western 
discourses and institutions, should not be considered something that can easily be changed or 
removed (Said 1989: 210f). 
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5.5 Additional Theories 
 
In addition to our main theorists we will briefly introduce Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and 
Arturo Escobar, from whom points will be drawn in the analysis and discussion, to 
supplement our main theories. 
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, follows the same lines as Edward Said, where she criticizes the 
discursive disempowerment of the Other and the creation and role of the subaltern. Spivak’s 
understanding of the word subaltern is rather complex, and takes its point of departure in her 
essay ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’. However, the most profound characterization is, that “the 
subaltern cannot speak” (Spivak: 104); In the text of Kapoor, he characterizes “the West’s 
Other as the ‘Third World’ and the ‘Third World’s’ Other as the Subaltern.  With a 
deconstructionist approach, she investigates upon the processes and mechanisms of 
domination (Kapoor 2004). Moreover, we will utilize Spivak’s notion of unlearning in the 
discussion. In addition to this specific part, we will also touch upon some of Sandra Harding’s 
points from ‘Reinventing Oneself as Other’ - feminist scholar and contributor to the 
‘Standpoint Theory’ - as her theory contributes to the notion of a self-reflexive process of 
unlearning.  
 
Secondly, we will also be drawing some points from Arturo Escobar’s work and his points 
concerning the discursive construction of ‘development’ and the developmentization of the 
‘Third World’. Escobar shows how development policies have become mechanisms of control 
that are just as invasive and effective as their colonial counterparts. According to Escobar 
’development’ was not even partially ‘deconstructed’ until the 1980s, when new tools for 
analyzing the representation of social reality were applied to specific ‘Third World’ cases. We 
have cherry picked concepts from the second chapter: “The Problematization of Poverty: The 
Tale of Three Worlds and Development” in his book “Encountering Development” from 1995.  
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6. Historical discourses 
 
The following chapter aims to give a brief overview on the discourses on colonial female 
sexuality from the 16th century up until the 20th century’s post-colonial discourses. This 
historical analysis is relevant in order to have an insight in the correlation between the 
cultural and political changes in the Western hemisphere and in the ever -growing interest in 
African female sexuality.  
Both Stuart Hall and Edward Said consider the need to organize and classify our surrounding 
world as a common human tendency, almost a basic feature that lies within all human beings. 
The unknown becomes the Other, understood in opposition to how we perceive ourselves, so 
that we are able to tame and control the unknown. (Hall:1997; Said 2003). 
This historical insight on the notions of ‘the Other’s’ female sexuality will have a point of 
departure from feminist scholar Anne McClintock’s analysis in Imperial Leather: Race, gender 
and sexuality in a colonial context, whereafter we continue to Masters and Johnson’s Human 
Response and The Hosken Report by Fran Hosken.  
 
6.1 The myth of the virgin land 
 
Since the early colonial days when Columbus discovered the Americas in the 1500s and the 
Europeans’ first meeting with the African continent, a feminized discourse of borders and the 
unknown was utilized. From the wooden women attached to the boats to the ‘virgin land’ they 
were to discover (McClintock 1995: 24). The patriarchal myth of the virgin lands also entails a 
myth of emptiness where the feminized land is “passively awaiting the thrusting, male 
insemination of history, language and reason” (McClintock 1995: 30) 
The people of these undiscovered lands and in particular the women, became objects of 
Western sexual fantasies and fetishes. Anne McClintock classifies this first discovery 
represented as Porno Tropics; with people of a sexual aggressiveness intensified with a 
depiction of men with enormous penises and sexually aggressive women who consorted with 
apes (McClintock 1995: 22). Likewise, Said describes how the ‘anomalous’ sexualities of the 
Orient were something that all European writers on the Orient in the 19th century sought 
after, why “Oriental sex” soon became a standardized commodity in Western popular culture 
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as (Said 2004: 223f) these non-European people were described as “everything abnormal” 
(McClintock 1995: 22). 
 
Said’s observation on the European interest in Oriental sexuality is indeed applicable to an 
African context. The novel King Solomon’s Mines authored by Rider Haggard from 1885 is a 
great example of 19th century European interest in African sexuality. It is an imperialistic 
fiction set in Africa about an English male hero’s conquest and penetration of the African 
virgin lands. This highly popular novel clearly had a subtext of sexual exploration and these 
obvious sexual references reflected the Victorian ideal of female passionlessness and passivity 
of ‘the white woman’ (Arnfred 2004: 62) 
Hence there was a fascination in the unknown, an interest in the Other. Their aggressive and 
barbaric ‘nature’ stood in opposition to the civilized discoverer’s. Subsequently, there 
followed a taming of this unknown which, historically speaking, was named ‘the Civilizing 
mission’. 
6.2 The Civilizing Mission 
 
‘The Civilizing mission’ initiated by Christian 
missionaries in the 19th century can be exemplified 
with the Pear Soap advertisement “White man’s 
burden” from 1899. 
 
“The first step towards lightening THE 
WHITE MAN’S BURDEN is through teaching 
the virtues of cleanliness. PEARS SOAP is a 
potent factor in brightening the dark 
corners of the earth as civilization advances, 
while amongst the cultured of all nations it 
holds the highest place - it is the ideal toilet 
soap ” (McClures in McClintock 1995: 32)  
 
The soap symbolized the ‘racializing’ of the domestic 
world and ’domestication’ of the colonial world (Hall 
1997: 241). According to Hall’s analysis it apparently  Advertisement for Pears’ Soap, 1899. 
had the power to wash black skin white, as well as   From McClintock 1995: 32 
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being capable of: “washing the soot, grime and dirt of the industrial slums and their inhabitants 
– the unwashed poor – at home, while at the same time keeping the imperial body clean and 
pure in the racially polluted contact zones ‘out there’ in the Empire” (ibid). 
 
According to McClintock, this also shows 
the shift from scientific racism to 
commodity racism, meaning that the 
representation of the binary relations 
between the colonizer and the colonized 
was changed from being focused upon 
Darwinist models of the underdeveloped 
Other; to advertisements and images 
which the Pear Soap advertisement is an 
example of (McClintock 1995: 33).  
19th century advertisement for Pears’ Soap.  
From Hall 1997: 241    
 
The notion of gendered imperialism, is however, not equally present in all colonized 
countries, as well as it comes in many different forms when it is present; “North African, 
Middle Eastern and Asian women were, all too often, trammeled by the iconography of the veil, 
while African women were subjected to the civilizing mission of the cotton and soap” 
(McClintock 1995: 31). 
In the 19th century where the Victorian picture of women was perceived as the civilized and 
proper behavior, with great attention to both ‘normality’ and ‘perversity’, the body of African 
women was created as the prototype of everything abnormal and primitive (Korieh 2005: 
116, McClintock: 41). 
 
“Female sexuality was considered a tool for procreation and nothing more. The civilized 
norm for women is passionlessness - ‘Close your eyes and think of England’ - allegedly 
the Victorian advice given to young women facing their sexual debut.” (Arnfred 2011: 
125)  
 
This Victorian ideal of female passivity and sexual morality not only created binaries betwee n 
the understanding of European and African sexuality, but also extended to an internal 
creation of binaries between the sexes as well as between the sexualities of the upper and 
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lower classes of mid-Victorian Britain. A somewhat similar civilising mission took place inside 
the British nation where the middle-class feared the ‘social underworld’ of the lowest of 
classes who were also referred to as “The Great Unwashed”. This term obviously drew 
connotations to a state of filth and disease so distant from the Victorian ideal that government 
regulation was promoted in order to stop the social intercourse between what was called 
“The Two Nations” (Walkowitz 1980:4) 
 
The Contagious Diseases Acts from 1864, 1866 and 1869 served the purpose of controlling 
the spread of venereal diseases between prostitutes and enlisted military men stationed in 
garrison towns and ports (Walkowitz 1980: 1). Although military historians have regarded 
these governmental acts as being a realistic, pragmatic solution to a pressing health problem 
in society - other underlying moral and ideological assumptions were made. This is due to the 
fact that the act only obligated the prostitutes to undergo medical examination without 
imposing the men with a similar obligation and ultimately reducing the effectiveness of the 
acts. Thus they only “reinforced a double-standard of sexual morality, which justified male 
sexual access to a class of “fallen” women and penalizing women for engaging in the same vice as 
men” (Walkowitz 1980: 3) 
 
African women were perceived as the opposite of what was expected by proper Christians, 
and thus correct female sexuality. This binary representation, of oneself in opposition to the 
Other, follows Said’s notion of creating the Other in a set of essential and unchangin g ideas 
“(…) its sensuality, its tendency to despotism, its aberrant mentality, its habits of inaccuracy, its 
backwardness (…)” (Said 2003: 205). The representation of the Other is understood as 
“morally neutral and objectively valid” with this creation (Ibid). 
“The Black female was perceived as possessing not only a ‘primitive’ sexual appetite, but also the 
external signs of this temperament – primitive genital” (McClintock 1995:42). The attention to 
her genitals, led to comparisons with the Orangutan, as well as her supposedly “clitoral 
visibility’”(McClintock 1995: 42) ‘proved’ her primitive sexual nature, as it took attention away 
from the reproductive role. To control the sexual aggressiveness entrenched in the African 
body, the perception of the African women’s genitals was that “the clitoris must be disciplined” 
(McClintock: 42). 
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6.3 Western female circumcision 
 
The first reported FC procedure in the West was carried out in 1822 by a surgeon in Berlin, a 
Dr. Graefe, on a teenage girl regarded as an “imbecile” who was masturbating (Elchalal & 
Urieal 1997: 643ff). 
Although the Victorian age was seen as a time of reason, science and Christian morality as 
opposed to African and Asian ignorance and savagery, “British gynecological medicine of the 
mid 19th century was engaging in practices equally strange, certainly at least as “unscientific,” 
and clearly ritual in nature.” (Sheehan 1981: 39f) 
FC was thus practiced in Europe and America in the 19 th century up till the 1940s to cure 
female illness and insanities, such as “nervousness and masturbation” (Korieh 2005: 114), a 
practice supported by the English church, while at the exact same time in the 1930s and 
1940s, the British colonial governments in Kenya and Sudan condemned female circumcision 
(Korieh 2005: 114, Lane&Rubinstein 1996: 34).  
Furthermore the ovariotomy was also popularized in the 19th century. Based on the 
 Victorian medical theory of biological determination “The Psychology of the Ovary” theory 
suggested that all medical and emotional problems of women were caused by the internal 
malfunction of the ovaries (Sheehan 1981: 40). 
 
6.4 Western feminism and the clitoris as a symbol of sexual liberation 
 
A large part of the women’s liberation movement in the 1960’s and 70’s was the sexual 
liberation. It rejected the notion of heterosexual marriage as the only opportunity of living 
and drew attention to alternative ways of existing as well as other sexual expressions. 
Moreover sexual liberation also entailed a legalization of abortion as well as  forms of 
prevention such as birth control, also known as ‘the pill’. Women’s sexuality was thus no 
longer solely of reproductive factor (Online: Den Store Danske). 
 
The book written by Masters and Johnson called ‘Human Sexual Response’ in 1966 was one of 
the first published books openly talking about female sexuality and the function of the clitoris. 
This was followed by others, especially feminist writers. The book ‘A New View of a Woman’s 
Body’ written by Federation of Feminists Women’s Health Center elaborates on Masters and 
Johnson first research on women’s clitoral pleasure from a feminist perspective (FFWHC 
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1991). It includes explanations on how women could investigate themselves and their bodies 
as “self-examination to explore the clitoris” (ibid: 40). This book was also a response to the fact 
that most sexual litterature and sex education was written by men, which meant that female 
sexuality generally had been perceived in response to the penis where orgasm came with 
penetration.    
 
However, Masters and Johnson stated already in 1966 that all forms of female orgasm were 
connected to the clitoris (Masters & Johnson 1966). They perceived the role of the vagina 
itself as passive in the matter of sexual pleasure. It was assumed that when the man 
penetrates the woman, the orgasm only comes from rubbing against the clitoris with the 
thrusting penis (FFWHC 1991). 
 
As mentioned above, the clitoris had before been a symbol of promiscuity and sexual 
primitiveness, emphasized on the African body as being particularly extensive. Now however, 
the clitoris became the symbol of sexual liberation, as women were able to achieve sexual 
pleasure without any reproductive means. This meant that the woman was able to pleasure 
herself without a man, as well as it meant an objection to the perception of a ‘correct’ way of 
achieving orgasm. The notion of female genitals as being something shameful or dirty was 
rejected while close-up photographs and other ways of depicting the vagina became a 
frequently used tool to make that point. Thus by the 1970s, the clitoris had become a symbol 
of female sexual pleasure, power, independence and liberty (Korieh 2005: 113f, Lane & 
Rubinstein 1996: 35). 
 
6.5 The Hosken Report 1979 
 
Fran Hosken’s report from 1979, ‘The Hosken Report’ was one of the fo rerunners in the 
international fight against FC by drawing attention to the consequences of the practice. This 
was done by investigating different African communities and their practices concerning FC as 
well as general family structures and women’s issues , with a particular concern on health. 
Fran Hosken was a feminist activist and founder of the organization “Women’s International 
Network” (Online: Boston News). 
 
Said describes the creation of an imagined geography; defining the Other and creating mono -
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cultural aspects that stands in contrast to the West. This is particularly evident in Fran 
Hosken’s report, as she continuously generalizes countries, communities, even personal 
experiences and statements to account for the entire continent of Africa. This s trengthens the 
creation of the ‘Other’ where the way of behaving and thinking becomes ‘African’, and thus in 
opposition to any western way of behaving and thinking. This is repeatedly done with 
statements such as  “..most African women”, “…in Africa they feel..”, “..All African men..” (Hosken 
1993: unk.). 
 
Taken in the historical context described above, it is clear how the newly found female 
sexuality and appreciation of the clitoris strengthens her distaste for female circumcision. 
Based upon this, FC becomes similar to “sexual castration” (ibid). 
Her way of analyzing and understanding behavioral norms is deeply rooted in her own 
culture and Western feminism, which reflects how she understands African societies as well 
as the relation between men and women. Analysis of ‘Third World women’ often come to be 
founded in Western feminist assumptions and interests, and thus create universal conditions 
for all women (Mohanty 1998: 259ff). 
 
The gender essentializing discourse continues in her observations of Africa n men and women. 
In particular; Hosken does this in her explanations of why FC takes place, which she considers 
to be “an obscene cruelty invented by men to control and debase women.” (Hosken 1993: unk). 
Her understanding of FC as being a result of pure male oppression of females enhances the 
stereotypical picture she creates of both ‘African men’ and ‘African women’, as well as the 
relation between them. In the words of Hosken then  “Whatever the cause, in Africa it is always 
the woman who is blamed for failing to produce offspring" (ibid). 
 
This notion of ‘women’ as a homogenous group regardless of class or ethnicity, ultimately 
structures the world in binaries where it is only possible to see women in opposition to men. 
Thusly both men and women are ‘always, already’ constituted as the subordinate woman and 
the dominating man (Mohanty 1998: 270f).  
 
Throughout the report she continuously classifies African men and women after narrow 
categorizations. That is, men are only concerned with themselves; their own sexual pleasure, 
to get as many children as possible, to increase their power in society etc.. While women’s 
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main goal is to please her man by living up to his standards of woman and motherhood 
(Hosken 1993). “Since having more and more children is an obsession with each man, it 
therefore also is the goal of each woman” (Hosken 1993: unk.). 
 
Furthermore, by naming the practice ‘female genital mutilation’ she is able to bend the word 
and use it in a context where the girls become subjectified as mutilated. That is when she e.g. 
describes girls who have undergone the procedure as  “Many mutilated little girls” and the 
mothers doing it to their daughters as “mutilates their female offspring”(ibid). This way of 
utilizing the words only enhances the victimization of African women, as well as enhancing 
her superiority and paternalistic attitude. Her use of 'mutilation' and 'mutilated' exemplifies 
an attitude of not wanting to understand the Other (Said 2004: 94ff). Rather than 
investigating why FC might provide meaning for some, Hosken’s use of the term with her own 
subject and context as referent, simultaneously victimizes and demonizes the women 
involved (Mohanty 1998: 258f, Nnaemeka 2005: 29ff). Thus, within her idea of global 
sisterhood, and her supposed ability to understand the suffering of all women, she at the same 
time creates what Mohanty calls ‘the third world difference’.  As a western woman she is 
already liberated, hence is in power to define needs and interests of colored women (Mohanty 
1998: 257). 
 
In Hosken’s creation of the African man as a self-centered oppressor, and the African woman 
as a victim without the means of doing anything against the suppressive nature she is forced 
to live under, FC becomes the evidence proving this structure in the understanding of men 
and women in Africa; a symbol of oppression of women, rejecting them the right of sexual 
pleasure, and reducing them into property of their family and husband. In her analysis, she 
does take other hierarchies than gender hierarchies into consideration, such as i.e. age and the 
role of the elder. However, she does not provide an intersectional analysis, as she here makes 
the same essentializing assumptions as she does on gender: 
 
“Respect for one's elders is important; but it is also important for older people to 
continue to learn and accept change. However that is an idea which has not reached 
Africa where “the Elders" (all men of course) in every village make all the decisions for 
the young without ever consulting them and on the basis of what their forefathers in 
turn did.” (Hosken 1993 unk.) 
 
Hosken can though largely be credited for the establishment of the conference “Traditional 
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Practices Affecting the Health of Women and Children” mainly focusing on FC, which the WHO 
together with the Ethiopian government held in 1979 (Lane&Rubinstein 1996: 35).  
 
According to Fran Hosken, “‘I am my sister’s keeper’ it is what binds us together in solidarity. As 
long as some of us are not free, none of us are free” (Hosken, 1995: 9). This quotation in many 
ways reveals the notion of Global sisterhood that has dominated mainstream feminist-thought 
since the 1980s. What this global sisterhood claims is control over the lives of other women as 
if it is their responsibility to care for, make decisions for, and protect their sisters. 
 
Throughout the 1980’s FC was condemned in Western medical, popular and eventually 
scholarly press, being termed as a “crime of gender”, “torture”, “barbarism” etc. (ibid, Korieh 
2005: 113). Besides the focus on gender inequality and violence, health became a central 
argument in the campaigns against FC – however without causing a ‘medicalization’ of the 
ritual, why the WHO by 1982 declared the practice of FC by any official medical personnel in 
any setting to be unethical (Schell-Duncan 2001: 1014). Eventually, along with an increasing 
focus on health, FC became a human rights issue with respectively the condemnation and the 
call for its abolishment from the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics and 
the WHO in 1992 . And  later  by  being classified as a human rights violation at the Vienna 
Declaration of the World Conference on Human Rights in 1993 (Toubia 1994: 715, James 
1996: 1039f). 
 
7. Discursive perceptions today 
This chapter will aim to uncover the discursive perceptions on FC found today. In the 
preliminary assessment of our empirical material we found four central themes interesting, as 
well as relevant  to analyze in the light of our theoretical departure. Our first central theme of 
analysis is the human rights discourse of today. We find it appropriate to commence our 
analysis with this theme in order to illustrate the shift in focus from a colonial discourse on 
female sexuality - as seen in the previous historical chapter - to the current focus on universal 
rights. We will critically analyze this current rights-based discourse through the following 
three themes; universalization of female subordination,  misrepresentation, and self-
representation. These three analytical themes are based on the critique posed by our theorists 
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and will provide a framework for the analysis of our empirical material which consists of 
reports from Danida, DFID, the Orchid project and BØRNEfonden as well as interviews with 
BØRNEfonden’s project manager Karen Oppfeldt and Orchid Project Denmark’s director 
Birgitte Zachau Handwerk. Additionally campaign images by Amnesty International, the STOP 
FGM NOW-supported Fulda-Mosocho project and The Kirira Foundation will be analyzed 
upon inspired by Hall’s inter-textuality. This will be done in order to illustrate the prevailing 
discourses, while having the historical regimes of representation in mind. 
 
7.1 The discursive presentation of human rights 
 
As shown in the historical chapter the Western influence on Africa changes - among other 
dynamics - simultaneously with changing moral values and ideas in the West. The constant 
factor is though, how ‘Africa’ is always represented in opposition to ‘the West’. Thus 
upholding the clear dichotomy the West has created between themselves and the res t with 
the strategy of “flexible positional superiority” (Said 2003: 7f). As mentioned in our historical 
chapter, African women were perceived as being sexually primitive due to their supposed 
aggressiveness in the 19th century, something that was perceived opposite to what was 
expected by Christian women in Victorian England, where female sexuality was nothing more 
than a reproductive factor. African women were thus expected to limit their primitive and 
barbaric nature. 
 
With the sexual liberation of the 1970s, the Western view on female sexuality was challenged, 
and women were now supposed to embrace their sexuality on equal terms as men. Suddenly, 
African women were sexually castrated due to e.g. practices of FC, and once again their 
‘primitive’ and ‘barbaric’ culture had to be tangled, this time by Western feminists. 
Today, older discourses and power structures have been replaced with a new universality 
that is human rights. This is visible in several international development programs, where a 
particular human rights based approach is being incorporated in development work as well as 
in the general approach for both DANIDA and DFID (DANIDA 2006 & DFID 2013).  
 
Danish development efforts within the field of sexual and reproductive health (SRHR) are 
based on a rights-based approach where three principles are central; participation, inclusion 
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and accountability. This approach views citizens as active right-holders, i.e. people should be 
empowered to actively claim their rights, and not as passive receivers of services or 
beneficiaries of programs (DANIDA 2006: 11). 
 
As stated in Danida’s report “The Promotion of Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights for 
Denmark’s Support”  from 2006,“Sexual and reproductive health and rights will remain high on 
Denmark’s development agenda (...) Only when people are empowered to claim these rights will 
they emerge from poverty” (Danida 2006: 4f) 
 
The rights issue is key in Denmark’s developmental strategy in concerns to the promotion of 
SRHR. It was further stated in their strategy report that “People should be able to take their 
own decisions about their sexual and reproductive lives and have the means to do so” (Danida 
2006: 10). 
 
By labeling something as a human rights violation, its urgency and importance increases 
steadily. It becomes the distinguishing point between respecting diversity of cultural practices 
and unacceptable, violent practices. Founder of the Orchid Project, Julia Lalla -Maharajh, 
explains how she brought “(...) an urgent human rights issue to the World Economic Forum in 
Davos, where I [Julia] rubbed shoulders with the good and the great. Far from being 
disinterested, everyone asked the question: ‘How can we work together to end FGC?’“ (Orchid 
Review 2012) 
 
Without starting a discussion on the universality versus the particularity of human rights, our 
aim is to investigate how the human rights discourse is present when arguing for the urgency 
of an elimination of FC. 
 
In the interview with Orchid Denmark’s director Birgitte Zachau Handwerk it seemed - on 
numerous occasions - as if human rights were the end goal in itself, rather than the means to 
eradicate the practice or improve the living conditions for the people targeted. I.e. she argues 
for the importance of its elimination as: 
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“[...] Well, then there is a lot of pain and illness that can be eliminated. In the end it is also a 
girl’s rights, the right to her own body, the right to a healthy life, not being exposed to abuse. So 
it is for the benefit of human rights” (Handwerk, App. B: 13, FT). 
 
The fact that one has the right to decide on one’s own is the underlying argument to prove the 
urgency. Figuratively speaking Handwerk’s comment on human rights somehow paints a 
picture of an entity existing outside of human influence which should be upheld.  It is the right 
to good health, rather than just improving health. The right not to be exposed to abuse, rather 
than ensuring that abuse, in any form does not take place; “ [...] and human rights should be 
respected all over the world, and that is for that matter one of the fundamental, basic needs, 
which should be covered, and then there are many other things there can be built upon it, 
right?”(Handwerk, App. B: 13, FT)  
 
In opposition to the aforementioned organizations, project manager at BØRNEfonden Karen 
Oppfeldt emphasizes a health approach instead of the dominating human rights based 
approach.  Oppfeldt explains that even though their work has a basis in human rights it is not 
an explicit approach in the field. She clarifies that arguing for the health risks involved in the 
practice has proven to be a more beneficial focus in their FC project in Mali:  
 
“I don’t know if it is the most effective [the health approach], but it is definitely the one we 
chose to use exactly because we do not want to step into religious conflicts and tensions that 
can be very hard to handle. And health is something everybody can agree on. I think instead of 
saying the human rights approach it is mostly the health approach that plays a role”  (Oppfeldt, 
App. B: 5, FT) 
 
 
However, the human rights notion, as explained by Hardwerk, also enhances the notion of 
‘free choice’; hence the opportunity of making a ‘free choice’ is present when one is aware of 
one’s human rights according to the prevalent discourse.  
 
”The point is to draw attention to human rights, which does that one is allowed to have an 
opinion to say it is a tradition that should be eradicated. That one is allowed to be healthy and 
have the rights over one’s body” (Handwerk, App. B: 17, FT). 
 
Thus, human rights, becomes the piling mark enabling one to make reasonable ‘rational’ 
decisions. However, within this understanding, the privilege of making a free choice comes to 
lie in the hands of those knowing their human rights, as they are the ones enabling one to 
make such a decision. According to Mohanty this opens up for a relation of power, where the 
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ones capable of making free choices become the subjects of power while those not aware of 
their rights become the objects of power. Handwerk knows her human rights, which she also 
states as being a common denominator for the rest of the Western world, resulting in the 
creation of the ‘third world difference’, where the ability to make free choices lies in the West 
(Mohanty 1998: 272f). 
 
Moreover, Handwerk also refers to the backwardness of African communities, where human 
rights will free themselves from their own misery. She explains that the correct way of 
viewing FC is as a violation of human rights. This is a view shared by people in the Western 
world for “obvious reasons” (Handwerk App. B: 9, FT). 
 
“In our opinion cutting a girls body is a breach of human rights and we don’t think it’s up for 
debate whether or not one should do it. The reasons why one is exercising circumcision is 
misunderstood, one can say. The arguments behind the procedure are misunderstood” 
(Handwerk, App. B: 9, FT)  
 
Human rights thus function to legitimize a paternalistic attitude, where she, with knowledge 
of human rights holds the power to define the basic needs and interests of those who do not 
know them (Mohanty 1998).  
 
Using the archeological methodology of Foucault, Said explains how Europe through history 
has gained strength and identity by discursively placing itself in opposition to the Orient (Said 
2003: 3, Said 2004: 29) - could one say that human rights is one thing used to distinguish the 
west and the rest?  
 
Said classifies the creation of a clear dichotomy as one of the main techniques in the othering 
discourse, something that is also present in the human rights discourse on FC, where the 
choices and opinions of those practicing FC are misunderstood, and thus enforces the binary 
representation between European Superiority and African backwardness. Through the 
“flexible positional superiority” it is up to the Western hegemony to define and value what is 
right and what is misunderstood  - all according to the convenience of the West (Said 2003: 7f). 
This dichotomy situates ‘Third World women’ in a ‘second class culture’, which further works 
to “rationalize intervention by Western feminists and reinventing under guise of enlightened 
benevolence the civilizing mission” (Kapoor 2004: 633).  
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Opposed to Handwerk, on the same topic discussing the reasons behind circumcision, 
Oppfeldt explains that in the Mali project they utilize statements from highly praised imams in 
order to explain that it is not stated in the Quran that FC is mandatory. Furthermore, she says:  
 
“I think one of the strategies for de-mystifying [FC] in correspondence with religion is to 
tell that in Northern Mali, circumcision is less frequent, even though they say 
traditionally they are more religiously connected up there, or more Islamist”  (Oppfeldt, 
App. B: 4, FT) 
 
The interesting point here is that while Handwerk’s response reflects a set of prior notions 
which leads to a paternalistic attitude, Oppfeldt’s response seems to be more based in the 
cultural context of Mali and in an understanding of their specific meaning behind the practice. 
When doing so she is automatically acknowledging that it differs from country/culture to 
country/culture.  
 
7.1.2 Sub-conclusion 
The modern day focus on universal rights has in our empirical findings come across as being 
an external goal in itself rather than merely a means to secure human beings as “ free and 
equal in dignity and rights” (Online: Universal Declaration of Human Rights). Categorizing 
ones agenda as being concerned with human rights violations increases its importance and 
urgency. The rights discourse does to an extent risks to reproduce a paternalistic attitude and 
opens up for a relation of power where those who know their human rights are the subjects of 
power and thusly obligated to teach the objects of power, those without this knowledge. They 
are thus put in the privileged position of having the ability to make free choices – an attribute 
often given to those living in ‘the West’ and therefore further establishes the ‘third world 
difference’. 
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7.2 Universalization of female subordination 
 
In this chapter we aim to analyze how FC is viewed in the light of gender. We will critically 
assess our interviews and organizational statements in order to see if there is still a discursive 
essentializing of female subordination across cultural and political boundaries.  
 
In a global strategy report to stop health-care providers from performing FC, WHO affirms 
that FC is still a gender related issue: “It [FC] reflects deep-rooted inequality between the sexes, 
and constitutes an extreme form of discrimination against women” (Online: WHO 2013a). 
Likewise, DFID calls it “(...) one of the most extreme manifestations of the disempowerment of 
girls and women” (DFID 2013: 4). 
 
In Mohanty’s critique, she argues that Western feminists tend to create a universal 
‘sisterhood’ in shared oppression and subordination without consideration to cultural, 
political and economic contexts (Mohanty 1998: 267ff). The tendency is reflected in these 
somewhat bold statements by the WHO and DFID, which are seemingly not build upon an 
intersectional analysis, considering the many different contexts and other types of power 
hierarchies in which the ritual is exercised. Thus, FC is in some cases understood as 
empowering women for self-agency and control over men. It may be viewed as an initiation 
ritual to secret female societies which are independent of male influence, and in other cases it 
provides the female circumciser with an extraordinary amount of respect and income (Diallo 
2004: 184, James 1998: 1032, Dellenborg 2004: 84). With the choice of wording in the WHO 
statement, it is as though FC is a reproduction of a problem existing at a higher level, than just 
in a local context, a deeply-rooted problem of inequity where the universal ‘woman’ is in a 
subordinate position and a victim of extreme discrimination. And though DFID acknowledges 
that it may cause “puzzlement” that FC is mostly carried out by women on women, they state 
that “the critical point” is, that “(...) it is believed to be in the girl’s best interest in a society 
defined by gender inequality (...)” (DFID 2013: 11), thus generalizing  the single most crucial 
factor in all communities in all the 28 countries, where the ritual is exercised, as being gender 
inequality. Hence, similarities to the way Hosken presented FC as the main symbol of general 
gender inequality are obvious. 
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As seen in the quotes from above, FC is in the international community still viewed as a matter 
of gender-based discrimination. However the idea of shared female subordination does not 
seem to be as prevalent and explicit in contemporary formal and analytical documentation as 
seen through our historical analysis. Thus, Oppfeldt - though she, as opposed to the WHO and 
DFID, only comments on Mali and not all the 28 countries in which FC occurs - states that “(...) 
it is a bit difficult to figure out who maintains the tradition” (Oppfeldt, App. B: 7, FT) and 
describes how internal hierarchies among women just as age, gender and other power 
structures can influence the matter (ibid). Likewise, TOSTAN refrains from calling it solely a 
gender-issue, terming it a “deeply rooted social norm” (Online: TOSTAN - FGC). 
In a more informal interview-setting with Handwerk, the notion of ‘sisterhood’ and common 
struggles emerged when inquiring what the motivation was that led to her engagement in 
eradicating FC through the organization Orchid Project. She replied: “I myself am a woman I 
have two young girls, it touched me deeply” (Handwerk, App. B: 10, FT). 
 
She utilizes herself as an implicit reference point (Mohanty 2007: 222) in an attempt to 
understand the women that have undergone circumcision as she stresses the fact that she 
herself is a woman and thusly  by default is affected by this practice.  
 
“What binds women together is a sociological notion of the ‘sameness’ of their oppression. It is 
at this point that an elision takes place between ‘women’ as a discursively constructed group 
and ‘women’ as material subjects of their own history. Thus, the discursively consensual 
homogeneity of ‘women’ as a group is mistaken for the historically specific material reality of 
groups of women” (Mohanty 2006: 400). 
 
Furthermore, Handwerk adds that she has two daughters of her own, which seems to further 
the legitimacy of her understanding and empathy of circumcised girls and mothers.  
 
Further along in our interview Handwerk again clarifies the above mentioned critique when 
discussing male circumcision. She states that she has her own personal opinions on male 
circumcision which she does not see fit in the field of female circumcision: “(…) we are against 
circumcision in any form and I think it is really difficult to compare men and women, as I can 
only relate to my own body” (Handwerk, App. B: 13, FT) 
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It is interesting that her understanding and empathy only stretches to women as she can 
utilize her own body as a point of reference. This is also in correspondence to Mohanty’s 
criticism of the universality of ‘sisterhood’, reducing the definition of woman to gender 
identity (Mohanty 1998: 265). Handwerk emphasizes that women and men cannot be 
compared in her opinion, as she is only able to speak on behalf of women and thusly, seen in 
the light of Mohanty, in some ways reinforces the binary divide between the sexes.  
 
7.2.1 Sub-conclusion 
A universalization of female subordination is expressed in WHO’s and DFID’s statements 
saying that FC should be viewed as a matter of extreme gender-based discrimination. This 
view is also seen through Handwerk who expresses an empathy with the women who have 
undergone FC, as she herself is a woman and a mother. However the notion of universality in 
female oppression does not seem as prevalent as earlier in history. Other organizations are 
also attaching importance to local contexts and refraining from  prejudice on the matter. In 
Handwerk’s last comments she merely expresses a bodily empathy to the actual act of 
circumcising women as she shares the same anatomy, rather than claiming to have an 
understanding for the kind of subordination circumcised women experience due to 
‘sisterhood’. Thusly this could be said to be an improvement from past experiences .    
 
7.3 (Mis)representation 
 
With the use of our theoretical key concepts we will take a closer look at the role that anti-FC 
campaign discourses play today. Campaign images from Amnesty International, The Kirira 
Foundation and the STOP FGM NOW-supported Fulda-Mosocho Project will be used to 
illustrate how the discourses may also take the form of images. The discourse on the subject 
of sexuality tends to victimize circumcised women as asexual due to the procedure, which we 
through our analysis will shed light upon. 
 
Misrepresentation can in many ways be equated with misleading information designed to 
either reinforce stereotypes or keep relevant information unsaid. Hall points out the dangers 
in misrepresentation, and how this can affect the way in which everyone view the world. 
Representation has an immense power, but so does misrepresentation. When information is 
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given to the public and an absence of information or general inaccuracies are found, this is not 
solely a mistake but can be argued to be a part of the communication strategy; whether it is 
imagery, on print, in television or articles etc. (Hall 1997:42ff). 
In our research we came across the use of Type III FC, which is categorized as the most 
invasive form of FC, being highly represented in campaigning and informational videos. 
However this type only consists of approximately 15 % of all types, a piece of information 
usually left out according to our observations (Online: DFID 2013, Online: Orchid UK, Online: 
Orchid DK, Orchid Review 2012, Handwerk App. B).  
 
Likewise in DFID’s Intervention Summary, under the rubric of “Why is UK support required?” 
within the first pages of the Business Case (2013), the same form of representation is being 
produced. The prevalence of the different types of FC that are being practised are not being 
explicitly differentiated, which results in the assumption that it is practiced all over the 
continent across the 54 countries and hundreds of cultures. Furthermore there is an absence 
of information concerning the issue, and rather an emphasis on “The most extreme form of 
FGM/C (which is carried out on 90% of girls in Somalia) involves cutting out all the external 
genitalia and sewing up the girl’s vagina. Girls are cut open, usually with a razor blade, on the 
marriage night to enable sexual penetration” (DFID 2013: 4). This reinforces the stereotypical 
impression of type III being the sole type of FC.  
 
In Orchid Project Denmark’s website, some of the first lines in the section “What is female 
circumcision” says: 
 
“Generally, the pieces of the girl's labia and clitoris are removed. In its most extreme 
form the wound is stitched with thorns or leash and only a small hole for menstrual 
blood and urine is kept open. By intercourse and childbirth they cut the girl up again and 
sew her together again after each birth” (Online: Orchid DK, FT). 
 
As there is no further explanation of the different types of circumcision nor the information 
that this type of circumcision stands for 15 % of the cases, this is a case of misrepresentatio n 
which might not be consistent with reality. In Orchid’s British website, the section “What 
actually happens?” has the same representations. Though the UK website elaborates on the 
different kinds, explaining even their subdivisions very thoroughly, it still does not mention 
the estimated percentage for each type, giving type 3 as much space as type 1 and 2 altogether 
(Online: Orchid UK). 
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Furthermore, what we observed is the way FC is represented by various actors as being a 
neglected/silenced case. The Orchid project continuously emphasize how FC is one of the 
world’s most hidden and silenced issues concerning girls and women (Orchid Review 2012). 
It is further repeated by Stephen O’Brien, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, DFID, UK 
stating: “I think it should be our mission to take the ‘neglected’ out of female genital cutting, 
because it has been ‘a neglected issue” (ibid). 
 
 
From Amnesty International’s END-FGM campaign. See Online: Amnesty International. 
 
Ironically, in our interview with Handwerk she states: “The only thing people know of FC is type 
1” (Handwerk, App. B: 10, FT). This stands in complete opposition to the campaigning 
strategies utilized by most anti-FC organizations. In our research we found several examples 
of what many would argue is a typical campaign strategy used by various actors to reach out 
to the common denominator. An example of this is Amnesty International’s “END FGM” 
campaign advertisement which illustrates a rose sewn together as seen above. Furthermore 
directly under the illustration there is a fact sheet stating that 3 million girls and women are 
subjected to FC every year, which is 3000 girls every day (Online 2013: END FGM).  
 
The rose symbolizes the female genital, which further strengthens the general connotation  of 
type III FC being the most frequent (if not the only type). Of course, it cannot be expected that 
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campaigns trying to draw attention to the issue and the harmful consequences of the practice, 
should only show the least radical method or the method which the majority of the 
circumcised women have undergone. However the picture of a sewn up rose which indicates a 
procedure consisting of 15 percent of all circumcisions, next to the number of FC incidents 
every year, does not providing an accurate picture of the situation 
 
When it comes to the notion of sexual pleasure, the  discourse we have uncovered tends to 
perceive its own subject as the implicit reference point (Mohanty 1998: 258ff).  
In the interview with Birgitte Zachau Handwerk, she refers to circumcision as something that 
naturally, takes away the ability to have sexual pleasure: “But then you can say, well, if you ruin 
a girl’s abdomen, then you have taken that from her that she also should have pleasure out of her 
sexuality” (Handwerk, App. B: 15, FT). 
 
The Spanish organization The 
Kirira Foundation’s campaign 
against FC states as a part of their 
advertisement that: “Every day over 
6.000 women all over the world are 
condemned to feel nothing”. The 
illustration portraits the woman as 
being nothing more than an 
inanimate object; symbolizing the 
total lack of natural sexual 
response.  
From the Kirira Foundation’s campaign to end FC.  
See Online: The Ivory Woman 
 
What this ad reproduces is an objectification of the women being subject to FC as being  no 
longer proper women or not even alive. The problematic aspect is how the discourse on 
sexuality circulating FC creates the conception of the women no longer being “normal”.  
 
The discourse on the subject of sexuality thus tends to victimize circumcised women as 
asexual due to the procedure, based upon one’s own understanding of sexual pleasure. 
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Fatuma Ali, a Danish-Somali who herself is circumcised while advocating for an elimination of 
FC, criticizes the seemingly natural link between circumcision and limited sexuality (online: 
Information). She claims that “Most Somali women have a well-functioning sex life [...] As with 
everybody else, a good sex life for Somali women also depends upon whether they have had a 
partner, whom they can communicate with and tell what they want of him” (Online: 
Information,  FT).   
 
Another example made is Lightfoot-Klein’s fieldwork in the late 1970’s where she interviewed 
Sudanese women with the assumption that circumcised women would not enjoy sex, but she 
soon realized that this general perception was incorrect. When she asked one woman in a 
preliminary interview whether she was able to enjoy sexual intercourse, the woman reacted 
by laughing. The translator explained Lightfoot-Klein that “she had to be mad for asking such a 
question” continuing by saying: “A body is a body and no circumcision can change that. No 
matter what they cut away from you – you cannot change that!” (Lightfoot-Klein 1989: 25f). 
 
There are different opinions and choices of tactics on whether sexuality should be included as 
a central issue within the work against FC. Thus, Karen Oppfeldt states that sexuality can be 
too controversial to focus upon, why sexuality no longer works as the main argument against 
FC, though it might be considered as a positive “bi-product” of an eradication (Oppfeldt, App. 
B: 5). The fact that Børnefonden do not have this focus on sexuality can be seen as a change 
from past experiences, as sexuality can be argued to be a very normative and culturally based 
concept.  
 
7.3.1 Linking negativities  
The organization STOP FGM NOW supports the Fulda-Mosocho Project (Online: Fulda-
Mosocho 2013) bringing together a strong collaboration with European female artist making 
their “(de)signs” against FC. STOP FGM NOW states on their website that: “Their illustrations 
and comics tell the truth of the torture caused by this traditional cruelty and visually 
demonstrate the urgency in stopping it” (Online: STOP FGM NOW).  
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When looking at the (de)signs, type III is 
highly represented. One particular artist, 
Anna Karina Birkenstock, has created a 
piece that can serve as an example of the 
connotations that FC is represented with. 
As shown above it illustrates a little girl 
whose mouth is sewn shut. Furthermore 
a book with the title “ABC” is also sewn 
together as are the door and the window. 
While the illustration is made within the 
theme of FC, only type III is represented. 
Furthermore the procedure has not only 
affected her health - it is also used to 
silence her, cutting her off from the 
possibility of education and the general 
outside world and neglecting her. Thus, 
FC seems to be the reason of all these 
problems: all of her rights and 
opportunities have been mutilated. 
“Sealed”,  Anna Karina Birkenstock. Used in  
STOP FGM NOW’s collection of “(de)signs”.  
See Online: Stop FGM Now – art against FGM  
 
Lalla-Maharajh among others also often refers to the circumcised woman as being silenced 
(Orchid Review 2012), which has led to circumcised women trying to break with rigid 
stereotypes: “Circumcised women are also social, intellectual and sexual beings like all other 
women” (Ali in Online: Information, FT).  
 
Similar to the Birkenstock illustration, FC and the silencing are often mentioned in the same 
sentence as school dropout, child marriage and early pregnancy (Orchid Review 2012). As 
Orchid Project quotes a UN doctor: 
“The girl who is cut is the same girl who is taken out of school and the same girl who dies giving 
birth to her third child in an age of 20” (DIOP in Orchid Review 2012). 
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While it is true, due to the variety of medical complications that a circumcised woman has a 
higher risk of dying while giving birth, that poor health can result in less education and that it 
is probably often girls who are circumcised that are married young, one might re main critical 
towards the question, whether all this is mainly caused by FC? As the illustration shows how 
circumcision is what isolates the girl, what is silencing her and preventing her from education, 
while Orchid Project describes how they are fighting child mortality (Handwerk, App. B: 13, 
FT), child marriage and school dropout (Orchid Review 2012), with one single, “simple vision: 
a world free from female genital cutting” (ibid), one might get the idea, that ending FC would 
also be the most efficient cure for these other outcomes.  
 
Along these lines, DFID also provide a somehow simplified solutions of other issues, such as 
“more girls complete school, girls and women better able to take up economic and political 
opportunities” etc., all as a result of an eradication of FC, through the social norms programs, 
which in the fight against FC also touch upon other issues (DFID 2013: 29).  
 
However, the way that FC is prioritized as crucial in the eradication of the above mentioned 
problems, in many ways overrule the structural issues in the respective countries. This claim 
is confirmed again in what they describe in the report as: "The process of ending FGM / C also 
leads to improved gender equality and women's and girls' rights" (DFID: 28). One cannot deny 
that ending FC will probably lead to improved conditions for women and girls - however, 
there are no specific explanations on why ending FC should be the first problem that needs to 
be fixed, then leading to exactly these impacts. It is simply explaining the ending of FC is a step 
towards eliminating all the above mentioned issues. FC thus come to be portrayed as a symbol 
of gender oppression.    
 
Not only the highly used type III in the Anti-FC campaigns, or the simplified outlining of the 
multiple positive outcome of eradicating FC, but also how the rituals procedure is being 
executed is up for critical discussion. In Orchid Project Denmark’s website, the 3rd to 4th line 
in the section “What is female circumcision” says: “Female circumcision is carried out without 
anesthesia with a rusty knife, a razor blade or the like by a person without medical training” 
(Online: Orchid DK, FT).  
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By claiming this as facts the Orchid Project is not only generalizing the execution of the ritual, 
but outright disregarding a more diverse reality. While female circumcision visually is often 
represented with certain connotations and attributes such as rusty knives, rusty scissors, 
rusty razor blades or broken glass (Online: Stop FGM Now - videos, Online: About FGM, 
Online: We Day), in this case certain connotations are formulated as an absolute truth. It can 
therefore again be questioned whether what we are presented by the organizations is a 
reflection or a distortion of reality (Online: Hall Lecture). Conversely, the text on “Who 
performs FGC?” on Orchid Project UK’s site is more nuanced and informing, describing how 
the performing of FC varies according to context, which can often count “unsterile conditions” 
(Online: Orchid UK). 
 
Within the discourses of the press, FC is represented with ‘Africa’ as sometimes the sole 
geographic determinant. Readers are informed that “(...) more than 100 million girls in Africa 
age 10 and older have undergone FGM” (Guardian 2013) and that the Orchid Project is 
working to help “African girls” (London Evening Standard 2013), thus seemingly an example 
of imagined geography in where the problems are situated “down there in Africa” (Said 2004: 
78ff). Mohanty acknowledges the descriptive potential in such terms as “African girls” and one 
might argue that describing the exact countries or local communities that Orchid Project are 
targeting would not be possible in the headline of a newspaper article (Mohanty 1998: 260f). 
However, with examples suchs as this article that goes on saying that Lalla-Maharajh “(…) 
gave up her job as director of transport at business group London First to volunteer in Africa“ 
(Online: London Evening Standard 2013), it is not only generalizing but also misrepresenting 
Africa (Online: Hall Lecture), as readers are only informed of the overall prevalence of FC on 
the continent and are not informed that it varies considerably, both between and within 
regions and countries.  
 
7.3.2 ‘Native Informant’ 
When analyzing and trying to understand the Other as an outsider, one must be aware  of not 
silencing the Other in the attempt to ‘give them’ a voice. Within the discussion of 
representation, Spivak criticizes, how the utilization of the ‘native informant’ can legitimize 
certain agendas, of the west, as well as silencing ‘the rest’ (Spivak 1988: 79). 
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According to Spivak, as an ‘outsider’ one can be reluctant to criticize if the informant is a 
‘native’. Moreover, when the informant is ‘native’ his or her words come to be considered as 
objectively valid. However, by using a ‘native informant’ his or her subjective experiences and 
opinions come to represent and legitimize interventions on certain practices. That is i.e. seen 
in the case of the Somali born supermodel and UN goodwill ambassador, Waris Dirie, whose 
 personal experiences and understanding of FC  represents the ‘truth’ of FC. Without reducing 
her feelings about FC to a result of western assimilation, it is problematic when one person’s 
experiences and subjective opinion come to represent the masses of the Other. Due to i.e. 
ethnicity one come to represent an entire culture or community, able to tell an objective truth 
based upon an ‘inside understanding’. However this tends to essentialize the masses of the 
Other, when one person is given authority of representation. 
 
One can only imagine how it would look, if one person were to represent an entire country in 
the West, and the controversies that would bring along. 
We ourselves also have to keep this in mind, and not make the same ignorant mistakes that 
we are criticizing, when we for instance use Fatuma Ali’s personal statements about sexuality 
of circumcised women, when arguing against the narrow picture of sexuality portrayed by 
Western feminists. Therefore, without neglecting the feelings of the individual, one must be 
aware of not letting this silencing the rest (Kapoor 2004). 
 
7.3.3 Sub Conclusion 
Based upon the above, we can see that Africa’s 54 countries and hundreds of cultures are 
being represented as one uncivilized, ‘traditional’ place outside of history to be compared 
with the ‘modern’ ‘West.’ What these campaigns tend to do with their (mis)representations is 
generalizing and stereotyping for instance ‘African women’ to the status of their genitals, to 
being malicious torturers or victims. This was especially evident in the campaigns and general 
information on all cutting of female genitals being reduced to the most severe practice 
infibulation - consisting of 15 % of the incidences.  
The discourse on the subject sexuality tends to victimize circumcised women as asexual due 
to the procedure, based upon one’s own understanding of sexual pleasure. The problematic 
aspect is how the discourse on sexuality circulating FC creates the conception of the women 
no longer being “normal”. In many ways, a reproduction of stereotypes seen in  the historical 
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discourse where otherness is being represented in a given cultural setting in a given time, and 
where we as Hall would argue, can see the similar representational practices being repeated 
with variations from one text or site of representation to another.  
 
The politics of representation depend solely on those in power. In order to prevent 
oppression of certain groups of people, it thus seems necessary with an interrogation of the 
representations in anti-FC campaigning, to question images, while being aware of motives 
behind and careful not to interpret images with a distorted view.  
 
7.4 Self-representation 
 
Handwerk describes different reasons why FC is still exercised around the world – amongst 
other, the belief that circumcision leads to cleanliness: 
 
“Then there is the reasoning that a girl has to be ‘clean’. She must be circumcised to be 
clean. And that is something that we in the Western world have gotten so far so, 
obviously we are not of that conviction either – of course a girl can be clean, even if she is 
not circumcised” (Handwerk, App. B: 9, FT). 
 
By claiming that ‘we in the Western world have gotten so far’, Handwerk creates a dichotomy 
between ‘the Western world’ in opposition to the people sharing the belief of cleanliness by 
way of circumcision – what Said refers to as Western superiority over the ‘Oriental 
backwardness’ (Said 2003: 7) – thereby disregarding that neither the great majority of 
Africans nor the rest of the global population share this belief. 
Moreover claiming that we in the West ‘have gotten so far” manifests the assumption of a 
linear development, where the ‘civilized West’ is the ‘goal’ and where ‘the rest’ is ‘backwards’ 
or ‘behind’. Thus, Handwerk explicitly states what is usually part of what Said would 
characterize as a latent Orientalist discourse. In the same vein she declares: 
 
“(…) if Africa is to develop, then this is one of the things that emancipates a lot of girls from 
anguish. Then they can reach the same level as the other girls who are not circumcised and the 
boys too, right?” (Handwerk, App. B: 13, FT) 
 
Again, Handwerk takes departure in the relative ‘underdevelopment’ of Africa as a whole – a 
notion, which according to Mohanty is both paternalistic and “(…) nothing less than 
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unjustifiably confusing development with the separate path taken by the West in its 
development, as well as ignoring the directionality of the first-third world power relationship” 
(Mohanty 1998: 272). Furthermore, the confidence in the fact that ending FC will lead to a 
higher degree of equality might be based in an arithmetic method by which FC is universally 
oppressive. Thus the reduction of the prevalence of FC – without any consideration for the 
different local contexts in which the ritual is exercised – is analyzed as a directly resulting in 
increased gender equality (Mohanty 1998: 267f). On the other hand, one may argue that an 
increase in the prevalence of FC will obviously lead to an increasing  occurrence of inequality 
in terms of e.g. health. 
 
Along the interview with Handwerk, the question was asked, why Orchid does not view 
medicalization as an equally effective way of bypassing the enormous health risks that are 
involved in circumcision; meaning to move procedural responsibilities of the practice from 
the hands of rural traditional circumcisers utilizing unsanitary equipment, into the hands of 
professional health-care providers. Handwerk replied that Orchid Project believe FC is 
absolutely wrong regardless of the circumstances and: 
 
“(...) yes, there are of course good things to say about it [medicalization], in the sense 
that maybe there is not as a big risk involved health wise, but... But it is still scary that 
there are some that believe that this is something that needs to be done in order for a 
girl to be how she should be” (Handwerk, App. B: 15, FT)  
 
 
Conversely when asking Oppfeldt from BØRNEfonden the exact same question she replied:  
 
“We do not offer that [medicalization]. It's not something we advocate. Due to different, all 
sorts of reasons. Whether it is a health perspective or the sexual perspective. There is still 
psychological effects when they cut at a part of the body. And besides, local health services are 
so poor  [...] And health care plays a major role in the work.” (Oppfeldt, App. B: 5f, FT)  
 
Oppfeldt’s response seems partly more nuanced, with a particular focus on the shortcomings 
in - in BØRNEfonden’s case Mali’s -  infrastructure being the bad local health services as the 
reason behind why they do not advocate for a medicalization.  
 
The question asked might appear redundant when keeping in mind that both Orchid and 
BØRNEfonden’s objective is to prevent FC and not to promote it by offering procedural 
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improvements.  WHO’s official statement on medicalization argues that medicalization should 
be stopped as it is: 
 
“(…) likely to create a sense of legitimacy for the practice (…) This can further contribute to 
institutionalization of the practice, rendering it as a routine procedure and even leading to its 
spread into cultural groups that currently do not practice it” (Online: WHO 2010: 9) 
 
However the somewhat naïve question has unfolded a discourse which has a more explicit 
phrasing than in the formal argumentation by the WHO. Handwerk continues by claiming that 
“We fight [for the belief] that a girl is just fine the way she is and that no one should cut her and 
that nothing should be changed on her “ (Handwerk, App. B: 15, FT). Once again a dichotomy is 
presented between the undefined Other who believes this procedure should be done in order 
for a girl to become a woman, and her standpoint of letting a girl be ‘free’. She solidifies the 
dichotomy by adding that the belief of the Other is scary, which draws connotations to 
something unknown, unfamiliar, and in the words of Said ‘Oriental’.   
 
While Handwerk states that FC is a social norm to be abandoned, she does not express the 
same ideas on vaginal cosmetic surgeries which is a rapid growing phenomenon in ‘the West’, 
covering labial reduction, vaginal tightening etc. (Guardian 2011):  
 
“Well, if anyone wants personally to change anything on themselves – I mean, we all do that 
with faces and breasts, and what do I know – if it is by one’s own free will, you want something 
changed, well then we live in a free world so you can get it done, right?”  (Handwerk, App. B: 16, 
FT) 
 
Without placing vaginal cosmetic surgeries on equal footing with FC, Handwerk is still 
creating a dichotomy equal to that of Orientalism. In which the women subjected to FC are 
caught in harmful ‘traditions’ and ‘social norms’ as opposite to the Westerner living in a ‘free 
world’ where she makes ‘free choices’ by her free will. Along with the claim, that it is scary, 
that they believe that something “(...)needs to be done in order for a girl to be how she should 
be” (Handwerk, App. B: 15, FT), Handwerk completely disregards whether it is also  scary how 
structures and ideals in the West constantly demands changes and  similar ‘mutilations’ of the 
(female) body (Järvingen 2007: 353f). While inconvenient and often unhealthy beauty ideals 
in terms of body weight and clothing are ubiquitous in the West, ads for breast implants as 
well vaginal cosmetic surgeries are present in public space. 
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According to Cosmetic surgeon Dr. Alter, one reason 
women choose to undergo clitoral hood reduction is that 
“Some women are bothered by the size of the clitoral 
hood […] and are being irritated by the bulge in their 
clothing or the appearance of a small penis” (online: Alter 
Plastic Surgeon). What is interesting is that the exact 
same reasoning for the removal of what is perceived 
male, is seen as “free choice” in the West but a mutilation 
elsewhere. What we do, is that we tend to see western 
bodies as free from social or cultural intervention.  
 
This othering through a disregard of domestic oppressive  
Egyptian-American professor in women’s studies Leila 
Ahmed (1992) describes how leader of the British colonial  Advertisement in LA Weakly, 2005. 
power in Egypt Lord Cromer used the oppression of  See Online: New York Times 
Egyptian women by Egyptian men to legitimize colonial 
 rule and the “civilizing” of the natives, while he at the same time was opposing women’s 
rights movements in the UK (Ahmed 1992). Likewise, others describe how the ritual of Sati 
and child marriage was used to legitimize colonial rule in India (Abu-Lughod 2002: 784f), why 
a one-sided focus on inequality and oppression among the Other could be used both to control 
them and dismantle domestic critique.  
 
When Western women like Handwerk emphasizes and reproduces such binaries, they 
ultimately constitute themselves as being the ‘normal’ referent to the Other women. Hence 
‘Third World women’ are - through the ‘third world difference’ - represented as pacified and 
powerless objects while the ‘Western woman’ is self-presented as the “true subject” operating 
freely with a free choice (Mohanty 1998: 257, 259f, 271f). Thus, just as othering the ‘Third 
World’ has helped the West in positioning itself through time, this discursive creation of ‘the 
Third World’ and especially ‘the Third World woman’ helps in a discursive production of the 
‘Western woman’ as emancipated and independent, not having to endure oppressive 
structures (that would e.g. lead her to be subjected to vaginal cosmetic surgery).  
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7.4.1 The personal and the savior narrative 
 
Most of Orchid Project’s material as well as the interview with Birgitte Zachau Handwerk 
starts out with a focus on the person and the personal story of Julia Lalla-Maharajh, founder of 
the organization: How she was a successful businesswoman in London before sh e volunteered 
in Ethiopia and came across FC and immediately decided to do something about it (Online: 
Orchid UK, Online: Orchid DK, Orchid Review 2012, Handwerk App. B). While this might be 
done to enable ‘Westerners’ to better relate to the case, according to Mohanty this is exactly 
how discursive power is wielded. By making one’s own subject the referent or the norm of 
which other cultural subjects are represented in relation to, one will generalize and reproduce 
simplified, ethnocentric discourses (Mohanty 1998: 258ff).  
 
This is further demonstrated when Lalla-Maharajh in Orchid Project’s annual review 
exemplifies how “hidden” FC is and how “silenced” the people practicing it are by explaining 
that none of the local women, she volunteered with, told her about the practice. Instead she 
had to read about it in a Lonely Planet guidebook before meeting TOSTAN and thusly “For the 
first time, instead of finding people being silenced, talking furtively about a taboo, I found 
communities celebrating their choice of life without cutting” (Orchid Review 2012). Expecting 
these local Ethiopian women to share with her the condition of their genitals and the ritual, 
suggests an understanding of FC as something abnormal that one would immediately explain 
to any present (female) outsider as if they were automatically expected not to exercise FC. 
Thus again, this suggests how the personal narrative of Lalla-Maharajh works as a discourse 
with “(...) its own authorial subjects as the implicit referent, i.e., the yardstick by which to encode 
and represent cultural Others” (Mohanty 1998: 258). 
 
Moreover, Lalla-Maharajh’s explicit self-representation in both text and photographs - posing 
with Ethiopian children amongst other - cannot avoid a certain notion of a ‘savior narrative’ 
(Bell 2013: 21-24). This is made further explicit within media discourses on the Orchid 
Project, where an earlier mentioned article named “London charity helping to save African girls 
from mutilation” in The London Evening Standard also shows Lalla-Maharajh surrounded by 
Ethiopian children (London Evening Standard 2013). Such articles overtly reproduces the 
widely criticized ‘savior narrative’ within Western discourse on the ‘third world’ and 
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especially on ‘Third World women’ (Bell 
2013: 21-24, Nnaemeka 2005: 31, Abu-
Lughod 2002: 783ff).  
 
The personal narrative along with 
photographs of the (female) founder 
surrounded by ‘native’ children is found 
among several projects within our data 
material (Online: (I)ntact Online: The 
Kirira Foundation, Online: 28 Too 
Many). Though again, both the visual 
and textual expression might be 
employed to enable Western audiences/ 
Lalla-Maharajh with children in Ethiopia.   possible donors to better relate to the 
See Orchid Review 2012   situation, it also serves to personalize or 
    individualize complicated structural 
issues. The tendency is especially seen within celebrity philanthropy (Bell 2013) and as with 
the examples we have come across, it is most often a Western woman among a number of 
native children without any local grown-ups present. A result of that is that e.g. Lalla-
Maharajh constitutes both a savior as well as a maternal figure, which reproduces the 
paternalistic idea of her showing how to care for or raise these children. In the 18th and 19th 
century Western motherhood was contrasted to motherhood of the colonized, and an 
underlying notion of the civilized Western mothers, teaching the non-Westerners about 
upbringing is according to Ph.D. in communication and culture Katherine M. Bell still existing 
today (Bell 2013: 18f). This savior narrative thus reproduces the paternalism towards the 
‘Third World’, legitimizing a civilizing mission, upbringing or ‘mothering’ of the non -
Westerners and works to identify ‘the Third World women’ merely in terms of their common 
dependencies (Said 2003: 207, Mohanty 1998: 260f). 
 
7.4.2 Sub-conclusion 
When analyzing Handwerk’s comments, a dichotomy is created between the ‘civilized West’ 
and the ‘backwardness’ of the Other in her own self representation. However when 
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addressing Western female ‘mutilations’ such as cosmetic genital surgery an argumentation of 
free choice arises, completely disregarding domestic oppressive structures - a tendency that 
has been noted ever since colonial rule. Thusly through the ‘third world differen ce’ Western 
women are constituted as being ‘normal’ and true subjects versus the ‘abnormal’ passive 
Other. Furthermore a savior narrative is upheld through the personal story of Julia Lalla -
Maharajh with a simplistic ethnocentric and paternalistic discourse where Lalla-Maharajh 
becomes the point of reference as she simply  just had to do something. 
 
8. Discussion 
 
8.1 What now? 
 
Based upon our analysis, we can conclude that processes of othering still exists in today’s 
development work, but where does this leave us as scholars in the field of International 
Development Studies? 
 
According to Spivak, we try to understand the Other through research and academia so that 
we can manage and discipline the Other. Hence, when this form of Development Studies 
becomes professionalized, one is able to define the needs and interests of the Other, and thus 
legitimize a paternalistic attitude (Kapoor 2004). 
This critical approach which we have based our analysis upon has been criticized for not 
providing any alternative solutions on how to perceive development work. Moreover in the 
fear of othering, these post-colonial theories risk to paralyze the researcher. In particular the 
non-subaltern researcher, (all researchers according to Spivak), since the subaltern cannot 
speak (Spivak 1988). British-Tanzanian Professor of Postcolonial Studies Bart Moore-Gilbert 
states that: 
 
“Spivak leaves the would-be non-subaltern ally of the subaltern in a seeming impossible 
predicament, simultaneously unable to represent the subaltern in an ‘uninterested’ 
fashion insofar as this necessarily, at least to begin with, entails assigning the subaltern 
subjectivity and a (subordinate) subject-position and yet – as ethical and political agent – 
unable not to represent the subaltern” (Moore-Gilbert 1997: 102). 
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Along these lines, Said constitutes the dichotomy between the West and the rest as an almost 
ever-existing and unchangeable mode:“(...) as a set of beliefs, as a method of analysis, 
Orientalism cannot develop. Indeed, it is the doctrinal antithesis of development” (Said 2003: 
307). Neither epistemologically nor ontologically can anybody completely stand outside their 
certain intersectional context (Said 1989: 210f), and with the historical grounding of 
Orientalism and othering in the West, every Westerner is at least latently Orientalist (Said 
2003: 204, 263). Thus, the dichotomy of Orientalism can seem rather deterministic.  
 
This is relevant in the discussion of development work; hence how should Western NGO’s 
communicate issues without falling in the trap of homogenization, generalization, 
(mis)representation etc.? 
 
8.2 Solving the ‘African Problem’ 
 
The rather pessimistic point of view, which we have just questioned above, is compatible with 
Arturo Escobar’s view on development work and the discourse of development, from which 
we will base our discussion asking how our findings are important when conducting 
development work. 
 
Within Escobar’s conception of ‘the discourse of development’, he draws attention to the 
search for ‘problems’ or ‘abnormalities’, categorized to fit the discourse as something that 
must be dealt with and treated, by the ‘developed’ world. Escobar describes this process as  
“creating abnormalities such as the “illiterate”, “the underdeveloped”, the “malnourished”, “small 
farmers” or “landless peasants” (Escobar 1995: 42). 
 
Thus when investigating the Western attitude towards FC, it is interesting to look at how this 
particular problem has been targeted, as well as how its importance and urgency has been 
emphasized. In our interview with Handwerk, she describes how Lalla-Maharajh “just had an 
idea, that this [FC] was something she wanted to do something about” (Handwerk 2012). This 
statement perfectly exemplifies the point of Escobar, claiming that the ‘Third World’ has 
become a place categorized by problems to be managed and solved by ‘the West’ - like Said 
states how ‘Third Worlders’/Orientals:  
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“(...) were rarely seen or looked at; they were seen through, analyzed not as citizens, or even 
people, but as problems to be solved or confined or – as the colonial powers openly coveted 
their territory – taken over (Said 2003: 207). 
 
The problem is that when mapping a country categorized in ‘solvable problems’ which this 
discourse allows, one creates a “political anatomy of the third world” (Escobar 1995: 42). 
The organizations we have encountered during our research, working towards an eradication 
of FC, repeatedly stress the urgency of this particular issue (Orchid Project, BØRNEfonden, 
DFID etc.). That is in spite of the fact that some of the countries where the practice is taking 
place belongs to the most instable and poorest nations in the world (according to official 
social indicators - see e.g.  Online: WFP The Gambia, Online: WFP  Guinea-Bissau, Online: WFP 
Senegal). For instance, BØRNEfonden choose to work on FC in Mali, even though Mali is 
characterized as one of the lowest ranking countries in the world in terms of the social 
indicators defining its Human Development Index, with widespread poverty and food 
insecurity (Online: WFP Mali). Therefore, one is tempted to ask the question, why an issue 
such as FC receives this much attention and why DFID has recently donated £35 mil targeting 
this specific practice?  
 
FC is an issue within Africa and Asia, which is, as aforementioned in our contextual chapter, 
not caused by the West, as it has existed long before colonial times, nor is it overtly 
maintained by the West (though some argue that e.g. the economic structures of global 
capitalism may sustain and even propagate FC (Lane&Rubinstein: 34)). An issue such as FC is 
thus a ‘harmful practice’, which ‘the African’s do to each other’. It is due to their own culture 
that it takes place, thus the victims of this practice must be saved from their own culture as 
well as from their ‘ignorance’ and ‘misunderstanding’ of how it is ‘supposed’ to be - according 
to what Said terms the "flexible positional superiority” of the West (Said 2003: 7) . Thus the 
Westerner is excused from looking inwards at structures of historical and present Western 
exploitation of the ‘Third World’ (see e.g. Amin in Martinussen 1994, Gunder Frank in Torp 
1978, Baran & Cardoso in Cypher&Dietz 2009). Furthermore, according to Spivak, this meets 
a need of the West, which preferably “(...) either ignores colonialism, or situates it securely 
enough in the past as to make one think it is now over and done with” (Kapoor 2006: 630). This 
argument seems rather fitting when observing the campaigns of the Orchid Project, 
advocating one single, “simple vision: a world free from female genital cutting” (Orchid Review 
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2012), as opposed to their partner organization TOSTAN, which are not only covering that 
particular issue but instead practicing “a holistic model”, covering matters of both education, 
health, environment, governance etc. (Online: TOSTAN).  
 
Furthermore, this is reflected in what motivated Handwerk, which Lalla-Maharajh describes 
as ”a case we have to do something about, and there is actually hope for an eradication of female 
genital cutting, if we, the right kind of people with the right strategy, are beginning to do 
something”(Handwerk 2013, App. b: 8, FT). Spivak has created a well known sentence, 
simplistically exemplifying this form of practice, - “white men are saving brown women from 
brown men” (Spivak 1988: 92); in the case of FC, we could beneficially transform the sentence 
into “white women are saving brown women from other brown women”.  
 
With human rights as a fixed notion distinguishing right from wrong, we can find ‘things’ that 
do not live up to human rights, and thus constitute it as an urgent issue to be solved, which is 
the case of FC. When asking Oppfeldt why they prioritize FC in Mali the reply is that FC is still 
urgent, because it is a human rights violation which thus legitimizes an intervention  “From 
our perspective we see it as huge violation of children’s and girl’s rights to be circumcised”  
(Oppfeldt 2013 App. B: 6, FT). 
 
Moreover the creation of abnormalities of everything that does not fit into the set of ‘human 
rights’ is exemplified in Handwerk’s statement:  “In our understanding it is a violation of the 
human rights to cut in a girl’s body. We don’t really think it is to debate, whether one should do it 
or not” (Handwerk 2013, App. B: 9, FT). 
 
To bring matters to a head, Escobar does to some degree, place the developmentization as well 
as the creation of the ‘third world’ in a category of re-colonization, where interventions in the 
‘Third World’ are now under the name of benevolence and human rights.  
Escobar has been criticized for romanticizing the indigenous or ‘local’ and supposing the 
positive effects of any type of social movement. If one presumes the ‘good intentions’ or 
‘heroicness’ of the ‘authentic’ Other, one is not just disregarding heterogeneity but also 
essentializing (Kapoor 2004: 638f).  
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However, instead of denying any form of development, Escobar emphasizes that development 
should have its roots in the local, cultural and historical context where it takes place (Escobar 
1995: 52). Nevertheless, one might claim that this still risks paralyzing the non-subaltern 
researcher and distance ourselves - as well as any agent from outside the context of the 
subaltern – from researching or changing local circumstances. It seems impossible for us as 
ethical agents to understand otherness to its rightful degree without transforming the Other 
into something like the self. As Moore-Gilbert puts it:  
 
“To be able to give ‘the name “woman” to the other woman’(Spivak 1993a: 157), which Spivak 
sees as the ethical task of the Western feminists vis-à-vis the Third World woman, for example, 
to some extent necessarily involves assimilating that other woman to a ‘higher’ term (Woman) 
or to the ‘giver’s’ more specific cultural identity” (Moore-Gilbert 1997: 103). 
 
Taking this into account, it seems impossible to practice any type of development without 
assimilating and thereby othering the Other or subaltern. This is exactly the point of much of 
Said’s work, which repeatedly asks whether it is possible to represent the Other in a non -
coercive and non-reductive way (Moore-Gilbert 1997: 72f). Thus, this research might 
inevitably have found examples of a discursive othering among the organizations and agents 
within our field of research as it is impossible not to wrongfully represent the Other within 
development work and -research. Should one then as a Western researcher only be concerned 
with issues in the West?  
 
As both Spivak and Said leaves little room for the subaltern and the colonized to act and resist 
(Moore-Gilbert 1997: 50f, 107, Said 2003: 7) the missing ability to represent the Other might 
not only limit or paralyze the researcher but also risks to further silence or disempower the 
Other/subaltern. As the subaltern cannot speak (Spivak 1988) and is most likely illiterate etc., 
refraining from misrepresenting the subaltern may take away its only (distorted) voice. In 
that case, only the non-subaltern West and ‘Third World’ elite would be present within 
research, development and general written and spoken language.  
 
Thus, with a critical self-examination (the notion of doing homework rather than field work) 
we might be targeted with the same critique as have Said and Spivak (Moore-Gilbert 1997: 
105, Online: Koefod): Though attempting to reverse the Western outside glare, our sole focus 
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in investigation on relatively powerful agents within the West may reproduce or re-enact the 
same focus on the Western subject as historically criticized (Moore-Gilbert 1997: 105). 
When this is said, Moore-Gilbert also says:  
 
“Perhaps the most enabling element in all of Spivak’s work is the emphasis on the importance of trying 
to recognize and hear the Other woman in her terms (…) and not simply assimilating her 
unproblematically to Western values, histories and regimes of knowledge.” (Moore-Gilbert 1997: 112) 
If we are not aware of the power structures that inevitably will try to other, assimilate or 
dominate the subaltern, we have no chance of trying to diminish these, though they will 
probably always be present. Moreover, this is important if development work should be, as 
Escobar says, in the context of where it happens, not ‘saving’ ‘the Third World’, and 
developing without necessarily following the linear model, where the ‘Third World’ has to 
move towards the ‘First World’.  
 
8.3 Learning by unlearning 
 
A dilemma is posed between the moral obligation that is inscribed through the human rights 
agenda which epitomizes International development today and the fear of othering.  
The increasing focus on FC, is essentially a matter of ethical philosophy according to Spivak’s 
line of thought. Being a subject of ethics implies a concern with the well-being of the Other. 
However as we have seen through our analysis, this subject, often with good intentions, is also 
“(...) capable of doing the wrong thing” (Spivak et. al 1993b: 25). Ethical philosophy, whether 
Western or non-Western has a predisposed notion of its subject based on a Judeo -Christian 
tradition, while the writers of this ethical disposition are constituted within an array of 
different kinds of imperialist or anti-imperialist traditions (Ibid). Along these lines, feminist 
scholar and contributor to the Standpoint Theory Sandra Harding puts this meaning into a 
simpler phrasing, stating that:  
 
“(...) only members of the dominant groups who are permitted the luxury of imagining their lives and 
thoughts represent the ahistorically human. The rest of us are allowed to speak only as “women 
literary critics”, “African American sociologist” or “the poor”” (Harding 1991: 268).  
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However, this does not mean that the overly privileged cannot not be oppressive, or stand out 
of the universalization of his (or her) own history. Harding stresses that this is something we 
can learn, if we want to learn it (Harding 1991: 290); a process that Spivak calls unlearning 
(Spivak 1996: 4).   
 
Spivak proposes a strategy that seems extremely relevant in the case of ethical subjects in the 
field of International Development and the practice FC. This strategy opens the possibility for 
one to bypass one’s ethical disposition and was - as previously mentioned - shortly introduced 
in Moore-Gilbert’s critique as one of the most enabling elements in her theory. As opposed to 
her essay Can the Subaltern Speak which has a focus on criticizing Western ethiques - an 
interest that also has affected our approach towards FC as we only deal with the Western 
actors - she has shifted her interest to what she refers to as  imagining, an imagining of the 
Other’s ethics and ultimately, in the words of Spivak, moving from a critical phase to an 
affirmative one (Spivak et. al 1993b: 27).  
 
Through Spivak, Kapoor criticizes Escobar for romanticizing the ‘Third World’ prior to 
colonization. Nevertheless as it is obvious for one to beware not to romanticize, Spivak 
suggests in her new approach of unlearning also not to investigate “because one is trying to 
learn outside of the traditional instruments of learning and also with the persistently asked 
question," What’s it to learn, what does it mean to learn?”  (Spivak in Spivak et. al 1993b: 25). 
In addition, according to Harding one must ‘reinvent oneself as Other’, which entails, studying 
one’s own history and subject position, without taking aspects for granted as a result of 
belonging to the ahistorical dominant group. Thus, along the lines of Spivak’s call for self -
reflexivity, this entails the notion of ‘doing homework’ before investigating and as a 
presupposition to understand the Other. She emphasizes the need to take responsibility of 
one’s own identity, and one’s own privilege; that is, racialized, gendered and so on. In the  
awareness of taking responsibility of one’s own privilege “(...) we can learn to experience our 
race and class situation as one that gives us race and class over privilege” (Harding 1991: 284).  
 
Along these lines, Mohanty who formulated the critique of ‘global sisterhood’, clarifies, when 
revisiting her essay from 1986 Under Western Eyes, the purpose of this essay as being one that 
had the aim of unearthing the universalizing and masculinist assumptions that lies within this 
Eurocentric humanism.  She argues that this was a necessity in order to create a space for the 
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marginalized (Mohanty 2003: 503). This previous analysis also reveals that there is a 
necessity to perform this unearthing of universal notions in the development work on FC. 
Nevertheless in Mohanty’s clarification, the notion of feminist solidarity is a possibility. When 
keeping in mind the differences and particularities of each context, the connections and 
commonalities between these contexts become more apparent (Ibid: 505). 
 
Said, in his later writing, also moves further towards the possibility of a reconciliation 
between the West ‘and the rest’. Thus in Culture and Imperialism (1993), he now focuses 
more on links and ‘dialogues’ rather than divisions between cultures, and he recognizes to  a 
greater extent the ability of the individual Westerner to resist imperialism from within 
(Moore-Gilbert 1997: 63f). A way to reach this might be a methodology that he terms a 
‘counterpoint’, which may resist the dichotomy produced in the West by rejecting “specialized 
and separatist knowledge as its guiding logic” (Said in Moore-Gilbert 1997: 64). This might be 
done by recognizing the power-relations involved, not viewing cultures as “synchronous” og 
“wholly correspondent” but rather permeable: “Thus to see Others not as ontologically given 
but as historically constituted would be to erode the exclusivist biases we so often ascribe to 
cultures, our own not least” (Said 1989: 225). 
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9. Conclusion 
 
In our quest to shed light upon and investigate the discursive perceptions of FC in Africa, we 
argue that the denunciations of FC and the victimization of ‘Third World women’ are part of a 
continuing discursive dichotomy created between ‘the civilized West and the African 
backwardness’. 
 
Having the colonial historical regimes of representation in mind has enabled us to illustrate 
how rhetorical and strategic continuities are still a subliminal part of the discourses 
surrounding ‘the African circumcised woman’. There is a tendency to see the West as being 
the part of the world where the opportunity to make a ‘free choice’ is universal, disregarding 
domestic oppressive structures and ultimately creating a ‘third world difference’. What this 
then reproduces is the constitution of Western women as being ‘normal’ and ‘r ational’ versus 
the ‘abnormal’, ‘irrational’ Other.  
 
In our analysis, we demonstrate how the human rights discourse, that dominates Western 
developmental institutions, risks producing paternalistic attitudes as well as creating a power 
relation, where knowledge of human rights becomes the distinguishing point between subject 
and object. This point further establishes the ‘third world difference’ as Western ‘sisters’ are 
obliged to teach their less ‘fortunate’ sisters in the South. Moreover, we found that the 
universalization of female subordination is still present when dealing with the matter of FC. 
To some degree FC come to stand as a symbol of female oppression. However, when this is 
said, we have likewise found examples of a more reflexive and contextua lly founded 
approaches to this matter. This does to some extent also count for the case of sexuality, which 
is not as present in the campaigns against FC, as previously seen. However, the stereotyping of 
circumcised women as asexual due to FC is still present, at least latently in the fight against 
FC.    
 
A general (mis)representation was found in the campaign information and imagery which we 
have analyzed upon, illustrating the whole continent of ‘Africa’ as one entity, being 
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categorized as ‘uncivilized’ compared to the ‘modern’ ‘West’. This dichotomy is further upheld 
since there seems to be a generalization of the ‘African women’ being reduced to her genitals.  
 
Based upon our analysis we feel confident to state that the discourse of othering is present 
when dealing with FC in Africa. Furthermore, as shown in the last section, the discussion of 
othering is indeed still relevant, as the need to unlearn through self-reflexive homework is a 
necessity if not to other. Such an approach was difficult to detect in our empirical material of 
Western perceptions of FC within developmental discourses. We must as researchers in the 
field of International Development Studies strive for a more nuanced, complex basis for 
collectivity, away from the ‘global sisterhood approach’ where Western ‘sisters’ stand up and 
speak for their victimized ‘Third World counterparts’ - even when those Others speak up, they 
are deemed irrational or they are simply ‘misunderstanding’ their tradition. An intersectional 
approach is needed where one does not ignore race, ethnicity, sexuality, class and history as 
structures of experience. As seen in the discussion one should instead, work towards theories 
that account for differences in experience and history, rather than those which put forward  
universal understandings of domination. 
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10. Afterthoughts 
 
One alley of further research, which this project leads to, is the case of fundraising. There is an 
explicit correlation between the very real need of raising funds for development pr ojects, and 
the branding aspect in order to receive mass-appeal and ultimately an economic basis for the 
realization of the project. When shedding light upon the branding-strategies in certain 
development-projects, there seems to be a discrepancy between the actua l project’s concrete, 
context-based approach in the field and a branding-strategy. The branding strategy tends 
either to; simplify, sensationalize, victimize, brutalize etc. in order to appeal to the ethical 
consciousness and common denominator of a primarily Western-based audience. A paradox 
lye in the interdependency between these two essential elements in the fact that good 
intentions may lie in the context based specific work they perform and the means which they 
receive their funds - which may ultimately reproduce a simplistic view of the Other in the 
West.  
 
Thus, for further research it might be interesting to examine how the field of promotion and 
branding, in which these organizations have to navigate, may affect the discursive tendencies 
of othering within development. With the many well-branded single issue campaigns - 
everything from ‘End FC’ to ‘Donate a goat’ - it seems relevant to investigate the kind of 
results, these campaigns provide. Hence, what are the outcomes of such projects as opposed 
to projects utilizing a more holistic approach? In the case of Denmark, where NGOs 
increasingly have had to promote themselves ever since new laws on ‘Information funds’ from 
2005, an interesting object of investigation may also be; how did these new brand ing 
strategies affect the specific development projects in practice? 
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APPENDIX A  
 
According to the BØRNEfonden application for support, which we unfortunately were unable to 
attach as appendix due to privacy, the Mali project is primarily applying a health approach to the 
problem while at the same time working to spread awareness of the human rights of girls and 
women.  
Following themes where sent to Karen Oppfeldt in advance to the actual interview: 
- Cultural aspects and reflections on the local context in which the project is being carried out 
- How BØRNEfonden are working to spread awareness of human rights and how they are 
addressing that female circumcision is defined as a human rights violation by the WHO 
- How and if BØRNEfonden are applying a gender aspect to female circumcision and whether they 
think unequal gender relations are part of the issue 
- Whether the women’s ability to enjoy sexual pleasure is included in the work with the local 
women and other local actors and how important it is as a motivational factor to eradicate female 
circumcision 
 
Interviewguide I – BØRNEfonden  
Free Translation  
 
Firstly: Is it possible for external use of application? 
 How does your image cards explain FC vs. human rights, religion and health?  
o Specifically, how do you use FC as Human Rights violation in an animation card? 
 (Human rights issues: What role does the gender - that is, in the relationship between men 
and women - play in relation to FC? Is FC a gender issue?) 
 How do you incorporate the aspect of FC as a rite of passage in your efforts to stop FC? 
- Ex. How do you deal with the mothers who send their children to be circumcised? 
(Depending on what she replies: 
- What seems to be the leading cause for mothers in Mali to let their children be  
circumcised? 
- So do you think, then, that the health perspective is the most efficient way to 
eradicate the practice?) 
 Since your focus is on the health risks of circumcision, what is your opinion when it comes 
to 'medicalization' of circumcision, rather than the focus on eradicating? 
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A little overall in conclusion:  
 Why does BØRNEfonden prioritize the fight against FC at all? 
 (The main key focus area being that there is i.e. greater prevalence of infant mortality, and FC not 
being the biggest factor in Mali?) 
 Why have you precisely chosen to call it ‘Female Genital Mutilation’ instead of one of the 
many other terms describing this practice?  
 
Interviewguide II – Orchid Project Denmark 
Free Translation 
 
 What was the reason behind the formation of the Danish Orchid project? (Inspired by the 
Orchid Project UK - starting cooperation) 
Why do you think that female circumcision as a case needs to be fought? 
Follow-up questions: 
- What is your motivation? 
 How do you market your case in Denmark? 
Follow-up questions: 
- We have seen this drawing, "The Big Picture" in the first annual report from the British part of 
the Orchid – how do you use it? 
- Who is this drawing targeting? 
 Your goal is to ensure a significant reduction in the number of circumcision of girls by the 
year 2025. Are you confident about this goal, and do you think it is realistic? 
Follow-up questions: 
One of your working areas include that you will seek influence at the highest levels to ensure 
increased resources and action, and that circumcision of girls is retained on the global agenda. 
What is meant by influence at the highest level and how will you apply this particular influence 
in efforts to get? 
 On your website one can also pr. 6 March 2013 see that DFID has chosen to invest £ 35 
million to stop FC, in connection with this 
- What role has the Orchid Project (Danish / English) had in getting FC on DFID's agenda? 
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Follow-up questions: 
- One can argue that when there is often talk about some of the world's poorest countries 
struggling with hunger, poverty, the right to education, etc. Are there other areas that should 
have higher priority than FC? 
 There is a so-called medicalization of FC - how does Orchid Project work around this? 
Follow-up questions: 
- There are some NGOs we encountered that consider medicalisation of FC as a step towards 
eradicating the practice, what is your position on this argument? 
- One can say that there is a fairly wide range of FC, of which one subtype - The so-called sunna 
method - reportedly only removes part of the foreskin of the clitoris, which can be said to be 
very similar to male circumcision. Why do you generalize all types, when for instance you do 
not relate to male circumcision? 
- Do you think there are differences in the FC, you fight, and the cosmetic surgery of the labia 
that Western women are increasingly getting made? 
 What role do you see gender - that is, in the relationship between men and women - play in 
FC? 
Follow-up questions: 
- Do you see gender equality as part of the cause, and involve the men in the work to change 
practices? 
 Why do you think female circumcision takes place? 
Follow-up questions: 
- What is your position on female circumcision as a tradition seen as a rite of passage and how 
do you incorporate this in your work in the fight to stop FC?  
- For example, How do you deal with the mothers who send their children to be 
circumcised? 
 
APPENDIX B  
Transcriptions  
 
BØRNEfonden Interview – 23-04-2013 
 
I1 - Interviewer: Nikolaj Houmann Mortensen 
R – Respondent: Karen Oppfeldt  
 
Original language: Danish 
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I1: Vi er interesseret i de imagecards i bruger der forklarer FGM ift. f.eks menneskerettigheder, 
religion og sundhed. Og så tænkte vi helt konkret, hvordan foregår det. Hvordan bliver FGM sat i 
forbindelse med menneskerettigheder med disse animerede kort? 
R: Det ved jeg faktisk ikke, jeg har kun set kortene en gang. Det er ligesom de papkalender med 
spiralryg man kan åbne side for side ikk. Så det er A3 størrelse, så rimelig stor... Det er ligesom de 
store kalendere med billeder på man kan have hængende på væggene. Også er det meget 
pædagogisk, med tegninger og, for dem der ikke kan læse og ikke har gået i skole. Men jeg ved ikke 
sådan præcist de sætter det i forbindelse med menneskerettigheder og religion. Jeg tror en af 
strategierne for at få afmystificeret ift. religion det er at fortælle om at hele det nordlige Mali at 
omskæring er i mindre forekomst, selvom man traditionel siger man er mere religiøs tilknyttet 
derop, eller mere islamistisk eller mere rettroende. Den højeste forekomst af en betydelig del, 
forekommer hvor man traditionel set ikke er ligeså muslimsk, altså jeg ved ikke om man kan 
gradbøje muslimsk. Også prøver man også at bruge udtalelser fra imamer højtstående imamer som 
forklarer at det ikke står i Koranen at man skal omskære. Hvis man prøver nogle forskellige, altså 
imamer fra andre lande hvor man siger, der står ikke i koranen at man skal omskære. Men det er 
kontroversielt, fordi der er mange der tror de bliver angrebet, at man blander sig i deres religion 
hvis man snakker om omskæring, vi har bl.a. oplevet at når vi tager ud med vores aktiviteter og 
arbejder ud i lokalsamfundet så bliver de i lang tid forklaret at vi ikke er politiske eller religiøse 
men der er nogle, da vi begyndte at snakke om FGM, der sagde at nu gider vi ikke at arbejde 
sammen med jer fordi i begynder at være religiøse, eller blander sig i noget religiøst. Så folk 
opfatter det som, mange opfatter det som noget der er tilknyttet.  
I1: Og hvordan bliver sådan noget som menneskerettigheder inkorporeret? 
R: Den måde jeg ved de bruger denne imageboks på, jeg har set den men jeg har ikke analyseret på 
den på denne måde, det er at fortælle om at man har ret til sundhed og til at bestemme over egen 
krop og sådan nogle ting. Og ved at lave de her indgreb så er der mange der får bivirkninger, og 
børn får følgevirkninger og langtidskonsekvenser som i sidste ende kan føre til kroniske smerter og 
død og alle de her ting. Så man tager en lidt mere sundheds-menneskerettigheds, ja at man har ret til 
at bestemme selv og man har ret til sundhed. Jeg tror mit gæt er at det er gennem de to vinkler at 
man ser på det.  
I1: Ok. Hvordan inkorporerer i denne forestilling af FGM som overgangsritual? Hvordan kommer 
det ind i arbejdet for at stoppe praksis? 
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R: Jeg ved det ikke helt konkret. Men jeg tror at netop man bruger denne sundhedsvinkel til at sige, 
ja det er et, noget man har gjort altid. Men det er noget der skader vores piger så det er ikke så godt 
de kan risikere at dø, deres børn kan risikere at dø’ under fødslen.  
Så man simpelthen prøver at vinde over traditionen, ved at komme med nogle argumenter. Mange 
kvinder de ved ikke at de smerter de har f.eks. gener er relateret til deres omskæring, så når de hører 
om det her, og skæbnefortællinger. Personlige historier om en man kender der fandt ud af noget  
eller, nogle personlige historier, dem bruger man meget. Så finder de ud af at gud alle de her 
problemer er fordi jeg er omskåret og der kan gøres noget ved det, det har de jo ikke vidst var 
unormalt eller der kunne gøres noget ved det. Så når de historier kommer frem så synes mændene jo 
også gud ja så skal vi da holde op med. De har ikke været opmærksomme på alle de problemer der 
hang sammen med det. 
I1: Så i oplever at sundhedsperspektivet er den mest effektive metode? 
R: Jeg ved ikke om det er den mest effektive. Men det er i hvert fald den vi har valgt at bruge, netop 
for ikke at træde ned i nogle religiøse konflikter og spændinger som kan være meget vanskeligt at 
håndtere. Og sundhed er noget alle kan gå ind for. Jeg tror i stedet for at sige 
menneskerettighedsvinkling er det mest sundhed der spiller ind i vores. Du snakker også, ift. dit 
spørgsmål om seksuel nydelse, jeg tror ikke det er noget der indgår. Det kan vi håbe er et biprodukt 
af det, men jeg tror det er lidt for kontroversielt at tage op i de, i hvert fald til at starte med. Så det er 
jo også lidt op ad bakke hvis man begynder at tale om det.  
I1: Men hvis man f.eks. taler med kommende mødre. Så er det, det samme perspektiv i lægger på 
det, sundhed? 
R: Jamen, de fleste kommende mødre... omskæringsalderen bliver laver og lavere. Før var det mere 
omkring konfirmationsalderen. Men man ser i højere og højere grad piger blive omskåret før de 
bliver tre. Så de har ikke noget perspektiv på seksualitet på det tidspunkt.  
I1: Jeg tænkte på mødre hvor der er en stor risiko for at de ville få deres døtre omskåret 
R: Når, jo. Jo der tror jeg man tager det mere sundhedsperspektiv. Og smerter og den type af ricisi  
I1: Ok, hvordan forholder i jer på de her sundhedsrisici ift. når der i flere lande foregår det her man 
kalder ’medicalization’. At det bliver professionaliseret, hvor det foregår i mere kliniske 
omstændigheder. 
R: Det tilbyder vi ikke. Det er ikke noget vi går ind for. Netop for forskellige, alle mulige grunde. 
Uanset om det er det sundhedsmæssige perspektiv eller det seksuelle perspektiv. Der er jo stadig det 
psykologiske med at få skåret i en del af sin krop. Og de lokale sundhedsydelser er så dårlige at man 
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aldrig ville anbefale at få lavet et operativt indgreb, det er kun noget de gør når det er højst 
nødvendigt blindtarmsbetændelser og kejsersnit. Så det er ikke noget man gør der, hvis ikke det er 
livsnødvendigt. Og sundhedsvæsnet spiller en stor rolle i arbejdet (utydeligt 12:37) og hjælpe de 
kvinder og børn der er blevet omskåret men så har problemer med det, og oplysningsarbejde, 
fødselsforberedende seancer og ernæringsopfølgning på børn og alle de gange hvor sundhedsvæsnet 
tager ud og møder befolkningen at have fokus på det der også.  Så de har både en forbyggende rolle 
og en behandlende rolle 
I1: Jeg har noget lidt overordnet her til sidst. Hvorfor skal Børnefonden prioritere FGM frem for 
andre mærkesager? 
R: Altså det er noget vi har taget op de seneste år fordi der ikke er noget lovgivning i Mali imod 
FGM og at det er så sindsvagt udbredt, og vi arbejder med børn og unge og fra vores perspektiv ser 
vi det som en stor krænkelse af børns rettigheder og pigers rettigheder at blive omskåret i den grad. 
Det er farligt for dem, det er farligt for deres mødre og det er farligt for samfundets udvikling. Og 
ud fra det perspektiv vi synes det er en menneskerettighedskrænkelse og et sundhedsproblem og et 
udviklingsproblem altså udover det rent menneskerettighedsproblem. Men det er meget, jeg ved 
ikke om det fremgår i vores ansøgning, men det er et meget vanskeligt emne at tage op for 
personalet, os danskere for vi arbejder ikke dernede det er lokale kolleger der er over 100 – 120 
lokale kolleger og de er også omskåret og deres børn er omskåret og inde i hele den tradition. For at 
kunne forklare til de andre at det er en dårlig idé skal man også selv være overbevist om det.  
Det er noget der tager tid, der kommer mere indsats end vi egentlig havde troet. Så det er faktisk en 
af de største udfordringer at få vores egen personale klædt på og spille den rolle. Og det er også 
derfor jeg lavede samarbejdet med (Esta) partnerorganisationen, for de har rigtig meget erfaring 
med det og har arbejdet med det i rigtig mange år og er kommet længere organisatorisk med at 
arbejde med det.  
I1: Ok. Vi støder på mange forskellige termer på det. Hvorfor vælger i at kalde det Female genital 
mutilation? 
R: Fordi vi prøvede at vælge et international term. Jeg kan ikke huske om det er den, FN bruger. Vi 
prøvede at bruge den mest udbredte term. Nogle steder bruger man cutting nogle steder bruger man 
du kender det jo. Det er mere præcist og dækkende for de forskellige grader af omskæring. 
I1: Ok. Jamen det var sådan set det.  
Hvilken rolle har kønsaspektet forholdet mellem mænd og kvinder om i forholder jer til det konkret 
i arbejdet? 
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R: Fra min position er det lidt svært at gennemskue hvem der opretholder traditionen. Altså nogle 
siger at det er kvinderne selv der synes deres børn skal omskæres også de der cutters de ældre 
damer der foretager omskæring er store fortaler for indgrebene. Men jeg tror måske også at det at 
man gerne vil have sin pige gift og det bliver set som noget renhedsskabende, at det har en 
betydning for at mændene gerne vil se disse piger omskåret. Men hvor meget mændene går op i det 
og er bærere af traditionen synes jeg er svært at vurdere. Det er et meget mandsdomineret samfund, 
kvinderne bestemmer over børnene når de er små, og pigerne og de har opdelt landbrug i familien. 
Mændene står for korn osv. og Kvinder står for grønsager og hvis de sælger noget af det styre de 
selv over pengene. Så det er meget opsplittet hvem der bestemmer hvad. Men vi har eksempler på at 
det er landsbyhøvdingene eller de toneangivende mænd der siger så vil vi ikke have det i vores 
samfund. Eller det er de ældre kvinder foretager omskæringerne der siger nu smider vi knivene fra 
os nu vil vi ikke omskære mere, det skader og sådan noget. Så jeg har sådan set svært ved at 
gennemskue hvem der bærer traditionen. Men vi prøver i arbejdet at både få kvinder og mænd med. 
Meget af arbejdet foregår gennem kvinder, gennem eksisterende grupperinger i samfundet. 
Formodentlig fordi det mest er kvinder der foretager disse omskæringer. Men det meste af 
sundhedspersonalet er mænd, så der er lidt begge dele med så det er meget svært gennemskueligt 
hvem der driver bag traditionen. Lidt uklart. Vi har begge parter med, begge parter interesserer for 
det. Og begge parter går imod, så.  
I1: Tak for jeg måtte forstyrre en ekstra gang.   
 
Orchid Project Denmark – 29-04-2013 
 
I: Interviewer - Nikolaj Houmann Mortensen 
I2: Interviewer 2 - Elisabet Kaas 
R: Respondent – Birgitte Zachau Handwerk 
 
Original language: Danish 
 
I: Men vi kan jo ligeså godt begynde med vores første overordnede spørgsmål - det er: hvad er 
årsagen bag stiftelsen af den danske afdeling af Orchid Project - hvorfor I er startet op?  
R: Ja. Det startede med, at vi var en del danskere til et arrangement, hvor én af vores gode venner 
havde inviteret fire forskellige velgørende organisationer, der skulle præsentere, hvad de lavede, og 
så kunne det jo være, det førte til, at nogle af os blev interesserede i at støtte økonomisk eller at 
hjælpe til på en eller anden måde. Og Julia, som har startet Orchid Project i London, hun var én af 
dem, der præsenterede, og på daværende tidspunkt var hun ikke nået så langt, så hun havde en 
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registreret charity i London, hun... Hun havde bare en ide om, at det her ville hun gøre noget ved. 
Og det var fordi, hun havde været på et ophold i Etiopien - frivilligt ophold for en engelsk 
organisation - og der var hun stødt på problematikken og var begyndt at researche, hvad man 
egentlig kunne gøre ved dette, og hvor stort et problem det egentlig var. Og jo mere viden hun fik 
om det, jo mere fik hun lyst til at vie sit eget liv til det. Og hun er ellers en rigtig dygtig 
forretningskvinde i... i erhvervslivet i London, men syntes simpelthen, at denne her sag, det var 
noget, der skulle gøres noget ved. Så hun stod til denne her præsentation og sagde: 'her er der en 
sag, vi skal gøre noget ved, og der er faktisk håb for, at omskæring kan stoppes, hvis vi er de rigtige 
mennesker med den rigtige strategi, der begynder at gøre noget. Og det inspirrerede nogle stykker 
af os. Og vi inviterede hende til at komme til Danmark og tage et lidt mindre møde med nogle af os, 
for det var et lidt stort arrangement, vi var til. Øhm, og så fandt vi ud af, at vi godt kunne hjælpe 
hende med at blive lidt mere etableret i London. Øhm, vi er selv en gruppe af erhvervsfolk - vi har 
ikke nogen speciel viden inde for udviklingsarbejde, det er sådan ret nyt for os. Men vi kunne 
hjælpe på andre måder. Vi kunne skaffe nogle penge til hende, hun havde ikke fået løn i lang tid, øh 
så... så vi kunne hjælpe hende med at overleve, øhm, i den første periode. Vi kendte en advokat i 
London, der kunne hjælpe hende med at få hendes charity registreret, så mange af de ting, hun 
havde siddet med alene, det kunne vi hjælpe hende med at få lidt mere organiseret og lidt mere 
støttet og få sig et kontor osv., osv..   
Det var vores start. Og da vi ligesom havde hjulpet hende godt i gang derovre, øhm, så tænkte vi, 
jamen, hvad skal vi egentlig her i Danmark, for vi var jo stadigvæk intereserede, men vi var jo 
sådan set også enige om, at det er i London hovedkræfterne ligger, det er dér, Julia er, det er hende, 
der arbejder fuldtid på det, vi andre vi er bare supportere, om man så må sige. Så... Så startede vi 
foreningen Orchid Project Danmark. Og det er en støtteforening til den charity, der er i London. 
Øhm.. Vi har samme strategi, vi står fuldstændig for det samme, det er det samme vi vil, men vores 
hovedformål, det er at bakke op om det, der foregår i London. Det er ikke meningen, at vi skal have 
en stor organisation her i Danmark, vi skal ikke have kontor og fuldtidsansatte osv., men vi skal 
bakke op om det, der laves i London. Så... Vi markerer f.eks. den 6. februar, som er international 
dag mod omskæring. Vi prøver at få debat og opmærksomhed på problemet her i Danmark, vi 
prøver på at deltage i de relevante møder, der måtte være, sådan så at vi kan hjælpe med at sætte 
fokus på det - også bare fra politisk side. Og øhm, primært så prøver vi at fundraise, så... Vi skriver 
fondsansøgninger, vi laver arrangementer, hvor vi rejser penge, og så sender vi hele baduljetøjet til 
London. Øhm, selvfølgelig ryger pengene så videre til de projekter, der så er definerede af de 
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fondsansøgninger, så størstedelen af pengene ryger jo så til Afrika, hvis det er dér, projekterne øhm 
er lokaliseret. Men vi sender f.eks. ikke penge direkte til Afrika - vi sender dem over til London, og 
så er det dem, der fordeler derovre. Så vi er en supportfunktion til den charity, der er i London.  
I: Okay. Men det var tilbage i år 2010, at I første gang mødte Julia og...?  
R: Ja, det var det. Så vi er en relativ ung organisation.  
I: Ja (rykker diktafonen nærmere interviewperson under støj)  
I: Okay, jamen hvorfor mener I, at kvindelig omskæring er en sag, der skal bekæmpes - eller ja, 
prioriteres som sag?  
R: Øhm... Ja, men jeg tror af indlysende årsager, når man bor i den vestlige verden, synes man, at 
omskæring af piger er forkert. Øhm... I vores overbevisning er det et brud på 
menneskerettighederne, at man skærer i en piges krop. Øhm... Og, ja så.... Vi synes ikke, det er så 
meget til debat, om hvor vidt man skal gøre det eller man ikke skal gøre det. De årsager til, at man 
foretager omskæring er... jo også misforståede, kan man sige. De argumenter, der ligger bag, at de 
indgreb foretages, er jo misforståede.  
Der er jo mange, der tror, at det er en del af deres religion, at de skal gøre. Øhm... Det er det ikke. 
Det er ikke et religiøst must, man skal ikke være omskåret for at være rettroende muslim - det er der 
mange, der tror. Desuden så foretages omskæring også inden for flere forskellige religioner, og der 
er mange, der tror, det er en muslimsk skik, og det er det ikke. Det er inden for mange forskellige 
religioner, og der er mange, der omskærer, der tror, at de skal det. Men der er til gengæld også rigtig 
mange præster rundt omkring, der er begyndt at prædike, at det er ikke et must for at være 
rettroende.  
Øhm... Så er der jo den argumentation, at en pige skal være 'ren'. Hun skal være omskåret for at 
være ren. Og det er jo også noget, vi i den vestlige verden er nået så lang så, så den overbevisning 
har vi jo heller ikke - selvfølgelig kan en pige være ren, selvom hun ikke er omskåret. Det er ikke 
dér, det ligger. 
Så det er... Det er en tradition, som har eksisteret i tusindevis af år, og det er noget, man tror, man 
bliver nødt til for at passe ind i den tradition, der er i det samfund, man nu lever i. Men... Det er en 
social norm. Og det vil sige at.... Det er noget, der kan ændre på. Det er noget med den indstilling 
man har i det samfund - hvad der er  rigtigt, og hvad der er forkert - og det kan man godt ændre på. 
Det kan være svært, øhm, men i kraft af uddannelse - altså mere viden - og i det hele taget det her 
med at forstå, at det er, det er en mulighed at ændre det, øhm, så kan det faktisk ændres. Så der er 
ikke nogen god argumentation for, hvorfor man skulle omskære.  
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I: Og dækker det også din egen motivation for at gå ind i sagen?  
R: Øhm... Ja, altså. Da jeg blev præsenteret for omskæring af Julia, der var jeg ret overrasket over, 
at så mange piger bliver omskårede i dag rundt omkring i verden, uden at man egentlig hører mere 
om det. Altså, det er jo ret tabubelagt, og jeg tror, mange har hørt om omskæring men ikke ved, 
hvor omfattende det er. Jeg tror også, der er mange, der har hørt om øhm... Om omskæring type 1, 
øhm hvor det er et mindre snit. Men når man så hører om type 3, hvor man bliver helt syet sammen 
og alle de gener, der er ved det, hvor syge pigerne bliver, og hvor smertefuldt det er, og hvor store 
konsekvenser det har for hele deres liv. Jamen, når man først har hørt om det, så er det svært at 
slippe igen. Og jeg er selv kvinde, jeg har to små piger, så det sad dybt i mig. Men jeg må nok sige - 
det er der jo mange ting, der gør, man hører jo om mange forfærdelige ting, der sker rundt omkring i 
verden – men det, der motiverede mig med den baggrund, jeg har, fra det gangske almindelige 
kommercielle erhvervsliv, det er, at det her er en sag, der kan løses. Altså, der bliver faktisk arbejdet 
rigtig, rigtig godt med at bekæmpe den her tradition, og det er faktisk noget, man kan se en ende på. 
Og det motiverede mig, så personligt for mig, der er det det her med, at vi kan se en ende på det - 
det er faktisk noget, der kan løses. 
I: Ja, videre til noget lidt andet, som du var lidt inde på men, hvordan markedsfører i så sagen her i 
Danmark? 
R: Jamen altså, vi har en, vi har en tredelt strategi, så vi gør tre forskellige ting. Vi, som jeg nævnte, 
så rejser vi penge til projekter, som vi så sender afsted. Øhm, det er sådan for at, dels selvfølgelig 
gøre godt, øhm, men også for at vi, vi selv har fingrene helt med nede i projekterne, vi ved hvad der 
sker. Vi ved, hvad der virker og hvad der ikke virker, vi får selv resultater på de projekter, vi støtter. 
Og det giver os en god ballast, når vi skal fortælle andre mennesker om problematikken, at vi 
faktisk selv har fingrene nede i projekter, at vi selv er med til at gøre noget. Så det er den ene ting, 
af det vi gør. Så kommunikere vi bredt til den brede befolkning om den her problematik. Og det gør 
vi dels ved at tale med sådan nogle som jer, uddele vores folder, øhm og tale med alle de 
mennesker, der kunne være interesserede, og øhm... så spreder det jo ringe i vandet, så er der flere 
og flere, der ved, så er der nogen, der har hørt om Orchid Project - "Nårh, det er dem med 
omskæring osv." Så, så der er flere og flere, der kender os og ved, hvad det her handler om. Vi laver 
arrangementer primært den sjette februar, men det har jo også været på andre dage, og det... Det kan 
være festlige arrangementer, hvor man måske bare betaler en overpris for billetten og så støtter 
vores arbejde, også hvor det egentlig ikke handler specielt meget om omskæring - vi har holdt et 
arrangement i Østre Gasværk, hvor det var Caroline Henderson, der havde en forestilling, og vi 
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holdt et ganske kort indlæg inden forestillingen, så folk ligesom lige kendte lidt til vores arbejde, 
men ellers så handlede det om, at folk skulle have en dejlig aften og støtte os med nogle penge. 
Øhm, og i forbindelse med sådan et arrangement, så forsøgte vi også at få lidt presse på det. For 
man skal gerne have en anledning, når man skal prøve at få noget medieinteresse. Så der var vi bl.a. 
i Tv Lorry og fortælle om vores arbejde og om forestillingen. Øhm, og så har vi haft artikler i 
Politiken og i Berlingske, og her 6. februar havde vi også fået en læge til at skrive en klumme i 
Politiken om emnet. Så vi prøver at få budskabet så meget ud som muligt, men det er ikke et emne, 
der sådan er super stor interesse for, og man skal ofte sådan have en aktuel sag, for at der er nogen, 
der vil interessere sig for det.  
 
R: Men det er sådan den bredde information, og grunden til, vi tror, den er vigtigt, det er, at vi også 
laver det, der hedder advocacy - lobbyarbejde. Og det er jo altså - når vi fundraiser, så får vi måske 
200.000 ind på et arrangement, og så skriver jeg en fondsansøgning, og så får vi måske halvanden 
mio. ind på det osv., og det er jo rigtig mange penge, men i det helt store billede, er det altså ikke så 
mange penge. Dem, der lægger rigtig rigtig mange penge, det er DFID og DANIDA og SEDA, og 
hvad de hedder, de store organisationer. Og det er dem, vi gerne skal have til at prioritere denne her 
sag og smide rigtig, rigtig mange millioner i sagen. Og det er sådan, at jo flere mennesker, der 
interesserer sig for et emne i den bredde offentlighed, jo mere er politikerne også interesserede i at 
gøre noget ved den sag. Så det er sådan to ting, man bliver nødt til at sætte lige ind over for. Altså, 
som sådan interesserer vi os jo ikke enormt meget for, at alle husmødre, eller hvem det nu er rundt 
omkring i Danmark, ved en hel masse om omskæring. Det gør ikke den store forskel, at vi nu får 
fortalt en hel masse til alle mulige mennesker. Men det gør det jo så alligevel, hvis det er noget som, 
der på en eller anden måde bliver skabt en stemning af, at det her, det er søreme noget, der skal 
prioriteres fra politikernes side. Så det gælder sådan om at arbejde på begge planer. Og altså vores 
London-kontor har arbejdet tæt sammen med DFID, og øhm... Vi tror på, at vi har haft en meget 
stor finger med i spillet, da det blev besluttet, at alle de millioner skulle prioriteres på det her 
område. Så altså det virker, og man kan ikke... direkte give os æren for det, og det gør heller ikke 
noget, men hvis bare der sker noget, hvis bare der bliver ført penge ind i det her, på det her område, 
så er det ligegyldigt, hvem der får æren for det - hvis bare man reder en hel masse piger fra at blive 
omskårede. 
I: Så det er det, I mener, når I skriver sådan, det her med at søge indflydelse på højeste niveau? 
R: Ja. Ja, det er nemlig det. 
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I: Okay. Men, men du mener altså, at I har haft en vis rolle i at få det på DFIDs dagsorden? 
R: Ja, jeg kan jo i hvert fald sige, at de har købt vores konsulentbistand. Det er øhm... Julia og en 
anden af vores kollegaer, der har været sendt på research-tur for DFID. Det er dem, der har 
udarbejdet den rapport, som beslutningerne er blevet truffet ud fra. Det er Julia, der har rejst med 
ministeren til Afrika og set på forskellige projekter. Så, så det har været et tæt samarbejde. 
Selvfølgelig er det ministrene selv derover og embedsmændene, der træffer beslutningerne... Men 
det har været i tæt samarbejde med os, og vi har i hvert fald haft en rådgivende funktion.  
I: Okay. Ja, jeg går lige lidt tilbage til det her med markedsføring, fordi vi læste det her review, som 
den britiske Orchid-afdeling har lavet, og så så vi den her tegning, 'The Big Picture', og så tænkte 
vi, vi havde lidt svært ved at forstå, altså hvordan anvender i den sådan konkret, eller hvordan har 
den været anvendt?  
R: Jamen, den har f.eks. hængt i DFIDs lobby i kæmpestor udgave, og så har man kunnet gå hen og 
kigge på den som en tegning, et maleri, et kunstværk, øhm, og så har man kunnet, øhm, sætte post-
its på og stille spørgsmål - f.eks. til et eller andet sted på... I den proces, der ligesom er fortalt på 
'The Big Picture'. Og for på den måde at få folk engagerede og interesserede i den process, det nu 
er, at arbejde for at stoppe omskæring. Så det er sådan en måde at aktivere og informere, øhm... 
I: Okay. Så den er også henvendt til aktører, I gerne vil prøve at få... 
R: Ja, den er, den er. Den er sådan set henvendt til alle, som har lidt interesse for at sætte sig lidt ind 
i, hvad det her er for en process, der er i gang. Og det er ment som sådan en pædagogisk måde at 
forklare, hvad det er, der sker. Så i stedet for at man mundtligt skal til at forklare det, eller at man 
skal læse det, øhm, så er det mere visuelt, lidt mere sjovt at gå til. Så ja, det er en måde at 
kommunikere med folk på på en anden måde. 
I2: Den bliver ikke brugt dernede, hvor I arbejder? 
R: Nej. Nej, slet ikke. Det er noget, vi komunikerer her og i London, ja. 
I: Okay. Øhm, ja, nu har I jo allerede sådan på ret kort tid fået sådan en vis indflydelse, og der står, 
at jeres mål er at sikre en væsentlig reduktion i omskæring frem til år 2025. Men altså, det er altså 
noget du er forhåbningsfuld omkring?  
R: Ja. Helt sikkert. Der er rigtig fine tal på, hvordan det går med at bekæmpe omskæring. Øhm, jeg 
ved ikke, om I har læst om Tostan? Hvis ikke I har, så skal I i hvert fald! Og det er vores 
samarbejdspartner, vores primære samarbejdspartner i hvert fald. Og i Senegal, som er deres land, 
hvor de har hovedkontor, og har haft arbejdet i flere lande i Afrika, men Senegal er ligesom deres 
hovedkontor. Og dér, hvor de er nået længst med deres arbejde, og det er helt fantastisk, så langt de 
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er nået med, hvor mange landsbyer, der nu har fravalgt omskæring. Og man kan sige, at den 
learning, der er, derfra og hvordan man arbejder med at stoppe omskæring - hvis det kan kopieres til 
andre lande, øhm, og det arbejdes der jo på, og det bliver jo selvfølgelig hele tiden tilpasset det 
enkelte land osv., men det ser jo i hvert fald ud til, at det er en måde, som virker rigtig mange 
steder... Jamen, så er der jo gode forhåbninger om, at det her kan reduceres indenfor den årrække 
dér. Så vi er meget fortrøstningsfulde - helt sikkert, der er rigtig fine resultater. Og det er en lidt 
svær ting at måle på, men de målinger, som Tostan har lavet, de viser også rigtig gode tal. 
I: Hvad tror du, eller I fra Orchid, at der vil komme ud af at få bugt med denne her tradition, altså få 
bugt med kvindelig omskæring? 
R: Jamen altså, der vil jo være lavere børnedødelighed.... Der er kvinder, der dør under fødslen, der 
er børn, der dør under fødslen, der er... Det er jo så fordi, at kvinderne er omskårede, og de ikke kan 
føde deres børn. Jamen, så er der børn, der dør, når de bliver omskårede, så det vil også skabe lavere 
børnedødelighed. Så er der alle følgesygdommene, som pigerne så dør af op igennem deres liv, og 
hvis ikke de dør af det, så er de i hvert fald meget syge - de kan ikke komme af med deres urin, de 
kan ikke komme af med deres menstuationsblod, det giver ophobninger i maven. De skal 
medicineres, og når ikke de har råd til medicin, er de meget syge osv.. Så der er en hel masse 
sygdom, der kan elimineres, hvis ikke pigerne bliver omskårede. Øhm... Så er der psykiske 
problemer, altså, der er jo rigtig mange piger, der lider af chok og depression, øhm, de har dårlige 
forhold og tillid - specielt til deres mor, har de mange af dem, et dårligt forhold til gennem hele 
livet, fordi de føler, det er deres moder, der har påført dem det her. Der kan ligge en enorm vrede, 
øhm i at der er noget, der er blevet taget fra dem. Øhm og... Ja, så der er en hel masse smerte og 
sygdom, der kan illimineres. Øhm, i sidste ende så er det jo også et... Det er jo en piges rettigheder, 
det er, det er retten til hendes egen krop, retten til et sundt liv, ikke at blive udsat for overgreb. Så 
det er til glæde for menneskerettighederne, og så er det jo også en ligestillingsting, altså det giver 
pigerne en bedre mulighed for at leve på linje med deres mænd - ikke at være underlagt... Så der er 
rigtig mange gode ting, der kan komme ud af det her, og hvis vi tager, hvis Afrika skal udvikle sig, 
så er det her én af tingene, der frigører en masse piger fra nogle kvaler. Og så de kan komme op på 
linje med de øvrige piger, der ikke er omskårede, og drengene også, ik'? 
Så der ligger også en hel masse udvikling i, at der er en hel masse piger, der ikke får det 
tilbageslag... 
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I: Så du tror, altså du tænker, det er et vigtigt sted at starte - det er mere sådan fordi at - vi snakkede 
også om det ift. Børnefonden ift. de arbejder i Mali, og det er verdens fjerdefattigste land - om det 
så er det, man bør prioritere udviklingsmæssigt? 
 
R: Jeg ved ikke, om man kan sætte det ene over det andet. Øhm... Den måde der også arbejdes med 
omskæring på - og med stor succes - det er jo et uddannelsesprogram, hvor man tager fat i rigtig 
mange ting. Man starter ikke med at sige: nu skal vi elliminere omskæring, og først når vi har gjort 
det, så kan vi starte på noget andet. Man arbejder jo på rigtig mange ting samtidig. Øhm, så jeg ved 
ikke om man på den måde kan stille det op som, det ene er vigtigere end det andet. Men det er da 
klart, at hvis man skal udvikle et samfund, så kan det jo ikke nytte noget, at en stor del af pigerne er 
syge. Øh, eller at en stor del af børnene dør. Så på den måde kan man godt sige, så det er det måske 
et af de steder, der er en vis fornuft i at starte. Øhm, og jeg må også sige at helt grundlæggende, så 
fremmer det jo ikke noget, at man øver vold mod børn og unge mennesker. Og 
menneskerettighederne bør jo respekteres over alt i verden sådan set, og det er vel ét af sådan de 
grundlæggende, basale behov, der skal dækkes, og så er der mange andre ting, der kan bygges 
ovenpå, ik. Men om jeg sådan kan sige, at det lige er det vigtigste, det ved jeg ikke - det er også 
vigtigt, at man får noget at spise osv. ik'?  
 
I: Ja. Øhm, nu var du selv lige lidt inde på det her med forholdet mellem mænd og kvinder. Hvilken 
rolle tror du, kønsaspektet har ift. kvindelig omskæring? 
 
R: Øhm... Ja, altså det er jo en tradition, der har mange forskellige former om man så må sige, 
mange forskellige arguementer - det er sådan set forskelligt fra land til land og fra land til by til land 
til by øhm... Og fra trosretning til trosretning. Hvad det lige er, der ligger bag. Altså sådan 
umiddelbart så er det jo ikke en tradition, der bliver udført af mænd. Det er en tradition, der 
opretholdes af kvinder, og det er kvindernes tradition. Det er mødrene og bedstemødrene, der 
beslutter, at deres børn skal omskæres. og det er kvinder, der omskærer. Øhm, så ser man på det på 
den måde, så kan man sådan set godt holde mændene udenfor. Men, men der ligger jo nok - og jeg 
siger nok, fordi det er sådan en ting, der er svær at sige noget helt sort-hvidt omkring. Øhm. Der 
ligger jo nok det i det, at en meget vigtig ting i den type samfund er, at man bliver gift. Og hvis ikke 
man er omskåret - hvis det er en del af den tradition, der er i det område øhm - jamen, hvis ikke man 
er omskåret, så kan man ikke blive gift. Og så kan man ikke klare sig, altså, så er man udstødt og 
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udskudt, altså, så det bliver man nødt til. Øhm, og det kan man jo så sige, altså, det er jo sådan 
noget, mændene skal acceptere, at man godt kan gifte sig med en pige, der ikke er omskåret. Og 
mændene skal ændre deres syn på, at en pige kan godt være ren, og hun kan godt være et godt parti, 
selvom hun ikke er omskåret. Øhm, men jeg synes ikke, at man umiddelbart sådan kan sige, at det 
er, at det er mændenes skyld. Men øhm... Men så kan man sige, jamen altså, hvis man ødelægger en 
piges underliv, så har man jo i hvert fald taget dét fra hende, at hun også skal have noget nydelse ud 
af sin seksualitet. Og øhm, og man har faktisk også ødelagt noget af mandens nydelse, fordi der er 
også mange mænd, der - unge mænd - der begynder at sige, at de ønsker faktisk ikke en kvinde, der 
ikke kan nyde et sexliv. Så hvis man stopper omskæring, så har man i hvert fald også givet de unge 
par den mulighed for at være ligeværdige i den situation. 
 
I: Ja, nu skal jeg se, jeg hoppede lidt rundt i det her. Øhm, ja så tilbage til noget lidt andet. Det er 
fordi, vi har læst, der er flere steder, hvor der foregår sådan en medicalization eller sådan en 
medicinering af traditionen. Hvordan forholder i jer til det? 
 
R: Det synes vi er helt forkert. Omskæring er omskæring, og det bør ikke finde sted. Øhm, og ja, 
der kan selvfølgelig siges gode ting om det, på den måde at så er der måske ikke så stor risiko 
forbundet med det helbredsmæssigt, men... Men det er uhyggeligt stadigvæk, at der er nogen, der 
synes, at det her er noget, der skal gøres, for at en pige kan være, som hun nu skal være. Altså, vi 
kæmper for, at en pige er helt fin, som hun er, og der skal ikke skæres i hende, og der skal ikke 
ændres noget på hende, og det er altså ligegyldigt om det bliver foretaget af en professionel kirug på 
et hospital, eller om det foregår et fattigt sted øhm i en landsby, så vi er imod det ligegyldigt hvad. 
 
I: Okay. Vi har læst sådan - altså der har jo været forskellige debatter på feltet - og så er der nogen, 
der siger, at der jo også - altså, der er jo de her forskellige typer, et rimelig bredt spektrum af 
kvindelig omskæring, og at nogle af de her - f.eks. type 1, sådan dens milde version - at den måske 
kunne sammenlignes med mandlig omskæring. Hvad tænker I om det? Forholder I jer til mandlig 
omskæring på den måde eller...? 
 
R: Nej, jeg har nogle personlige holdninger til mandlig omskæring, men det vil jeg holde uden for 
det her. Men altså, vi er jo imod omskæring i alle dets former, og øhm, jeg tror, det er rigtig svært at 
sammenligne mænd og kvinder og altså, jeg kan kun forholde mig til min egen krop - jeg ved ikke, 
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hvordan det føles på en mand, og jeg ved ikke om man kan sige, at smerten er større det ene eller 
det andet sted, eller om man har fået ødelagt sin seksualitet mere eller mindre, om man er en dreng 
eller en pige, der bliver omskåret. Øhm, det er sikkert nok til debat øhm... Men, men vi er imod 
omskæring i alle dets former. Og det er under alle omstændigheder ødelæggende for en piges liv, at 
der bliver skåret i hende. 
 
I: Og det er lidt i sammen tråd, fordi nogle af - altså, det bliver også hævdet f.eks., at de her 
kosmetiske operationer, som så foregår i Vesten af kønslæber osv.. Synes I, det kan sammenlignes - 
eller sådan sidestilles med omskæring? 
 
R: Øhm, nej. Det. Nej, det, det. Det vil jeg sige. Altså, hvis der er nogen, der ønsker selv, øhm, 
personlig at få ændret noget på dem selv - altså, det gør vi jo alle sammen med ansigter og bryster, 
og hvad ved jeg - hvis det er men éns egen fri vilje, man vil have ændret noget, så, så, ja så lever vi 
jo i en fri verden, så kan man få gjort det, ikke? Men øhm, det er jo noget andet, hvis det er noget, 
der ligger i en tradition eller kultur, at man skal have det gjort for at være accepteret - øhm, så er der 
jo et andet pres, hvis det er noget, der kan ændre éns mulighed for at blive gift. Altså, det pres skulle 
gerne ellimineres. Men hvad man selv som individ vælger at få gjort ved sin krop, det kan, det kan 
vi jo ikke være herre over. Det må man så selv bestemme. Men i den form, hvor det ligger sådan 
inden for en social norm i et samfund, der vil vi gerne kæmpe imod det. 
 
I: Ja. Øhm, nu nævnte du selv i starten religion -- Hvad er sådan årsagerne, de overordnede årsager 
til at kvindelig omskæring bliver ved med at finde sted? 
 
R: Jamen, det er de her mekanismer med at man, øh, når man har en social norm, øhm... Så den... 
Folk bliver jo fastholdt i den norm, der så er i den landsby, hvis man skal passe ind, og den norm 
kan eksistere af forskellige årsager. Der er nogen steder, hvor man har en præst, som måske er af 
den overbevisning, at pigerne skal omskæres. Jamen, i de områder, der arbejder vi - eller Tostan 
som så er vores partnerorganisation - så arbejder man med dem, der har den overbevisning for at få 
dem forklaret; 'jamen, det er ikke sådan, det hænger sammen' - så må man starte dér, hvis det er 
sådan, det hænger sammen. Dér... Men det gælder jo om at.... Øhm, at få gjort opmærksom på, at 
der er menneskerettigheder, som gør, at man må... 
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R: Det gælder om at få gjort opmærksom på at der er menneskerettigheder som gør man har lov til 
at have en mening om at det er tradition der skal udryddes, at man har lov til at være sund og har 
rettigheder over sin krop. Og når man først ved at man har nogle rettigheder og man kan sige fra, så 
skal man også vide at det her en tradition man faktisk kan høre op. Fordi hvis det er noget der har 
foregået i tusindvis af år, det er bare noget man gør, det er bare noget man skal jamen så overvejer 
man så slet ikke at man bare kan lade være. Der er måske nogle mødre der overvejer; min datter 
skal ikke omskæres, jeg ved hvor ondt det gjorde på mig selv og hvor meget det har ødelagt mit liv, 
men det er ikke en mulighed at vælge at min datter skal omskæres. Fordi det er det samme som at 
udstøde hende fra samfundet, det er der ingen mødre der hellere ønsker. Men når man så forstår at 
det er en mulighed at stoppe denne tradition, fordi hvis alle i samfundet gør det samtidig så ændrer 
vi faktisk denne her sociale norm. Så siger vi til de nabolandsbyer hvor pigerne bliver gift med 
drengene fra de andre landsbyer, nu holder vi op med at omskære så de piger der skal giftes med 
jeres drenge de er ikke omskåret, sådan er det. Nåh siger de så, så kan det godt være de brokker sig 
lidt og der bliver noget debat omkring det øh... men det er et spørgsmål om at beslutte det samtidig 
og sige, sådan er det. Og når alle i hele landsbyen er holdt op med at omskære, så er det det der er 
deres norm. Her i området omskærer vi ikke, og hvis alle bare er enige om det samtidig – eller det 
er jo ikke ’bare’ vel men, man skal først forstå at det faktisk er et valg man kan træffe og det er det 
Tostans uddannelsesprogram går ud på. Først når man kender sine menneskerettigheder så at man 
ved at mange af de problemer man har helbredsmæssigt kommer af omskæring, det ved de heller 
ikke. De ved ikke at bakterier findes sådan så når det er det samme rustne barberer blad der skærer 
alle pigerne så bliver de smittet. Når de først bliver syge tre uger efter, så ved de ikke at det er 
omskæringen der gør det, der er alle mulige forklaringer på det. Så får hun hævet mave, hun har alle 
de her problemer med at få renset ud i hendes underliv. Så får hun bare beskyldninger for at hun er 
gravid eller hun er uren af en eller anden årsag, altså man forbinder ikke alle de her tingene. Når 
man så får det forklaret så den viden er blevet bredt ud til alle, jamen så begynder der at komme det 
her grundlag for at man kan vælge traditionen fra, man ønsker at vælge den fra. Man forstår faktisk 
at det ikke er en god ting for landsbyen og området, men at det faktisk er en ting der fører rigtig 
meget dårligt med sig. Og når man så forstår at det faktisk er et spørgsmål om at vi alle sammen kan 
vælge det fra samtidig og det faktisk er en mulighed. Det kan tage rigtig lang tid at forstå at det 
faktisk er noget man kan vælge det fra. Det kan være at der er også andre landsbyer der har prøvet 
det og de kommer og fortæller at de har gjort det osv., eller at de snakker om at gøre det samtidig så 
der er et helt område som samtidig erklærer at nu holder vi op med at omskærer. Og jo flere der gør 
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det, jo mere kan man brede det rundt til et kæmpe stort område eller et helt land. Altså nu er det 
slut, fra den ene dag til den anden holder vi op med det her. Det handler onm at kunne se at det er 
en mulighed, for det tror man ikke det er hvis det er noget der gået igen i generationer og 
generationer. Så det er noget med at få formidlet at det er en mulighed at det er et valg der kan 
træffes. 
I2: Hvordan forholder i jer til at det kan ses som et overgangsritual, og hvordan bliver det direkte 
inkorporeret hvordan tager i hensyn til det? 
R: Der må man jo fejre overgangen til kvinde på en anden måde. Altså vi skal jo ikke tage de her 
ritualer på andre leder og kanter væk fra kvinderne. Men der bliver jo gjort mange andre ting i den 
overgang fra barn til voksen.  Så man må jo understrege nogle af de andre traditioner i højere grad 
og absolut ikke tage festen fra dem, men bare tage den del af ritualet ud af den ceremoni. Fordi det 
er klart, det er jo selvfølgelig forskelligt fra land til land, men der er mange gange en ceremoni 
forbundet med det, men alle de andre ting kan man jo godt fejre alligevel men bare at tage den 
smertefulde del ud af det. Og jeg vil også sige at mange steder er det altså mere eller mindre 
tilfældigt hvornår man bliver omskåret. Det er et spørgsmål om den dame der omskærer hun er i 
området. Så bliver man altså omskåret hvorvidt man er to år eller ti år eller, så er det alle pigerne 
der bliver omskåret samtidig. Så det er ikke altid fuldstændig, at nu er hun 14 år og nu skal hun fra 
barn til voksen, det er lidt tilfældigt hvornår det sker. Så det handler om ikke at tage festen fra dem, 
men bare fjerne den del. 
I1: Hvad med mødre som f.eks. selv kan huske den oplevelse de selv har haft. Hvilke oplevelser har 
i med at arbejde med de her kvinder, og informere dem om at de har et valg? 
R: Jamen. Jeg vil sige der er kvinder der ind imellem der har reaktioner i retningen af nu skal vi 
ikke tage nogle af deres traditioner fra dem. Fordi man går meget op i hvad der er mændenes 
traditioner og hvad der er kvindernes traditioner osv. Så den reaktion kan godt komme. Men den 
måde Tostan arbejder med det på og som vi jo støtter det er de her lidt langvarige 
uddannelsesforløb. Inden for 3 år kommer man ind på det her emne, alt efter hvornår i det her 
uddannelsesforløb. Om det pågældende land er klar til at diskutere... og det er jo en overbevisning 
kvinderne selv skal nå til såvel som mændene. Hele landsbyen skal jo nå frem til det og nogle steder 
når de jo ikke frem til det. Der er ikke nogen der kan trække noget ned over hovedet, på et samfund 
de skal selv vælge det ellers så vare det ikke. Så hvis man presser nogle til at træffe den beslutning 
så starter de bare igen, når Tostans folk er ude af landsbyen igen. Så det skal komme fra dem selv 
og de skal komme frem til den beslutning i kraft af den viden de har fået. Og det er forskelligt fra 
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landsby til landsby, fra område til område de ting der strittes imod. De kan så være at der er nogle 
der mener det virkelig er en del af deres religion og det kan så tage lang tid at give slip på den 
overbevisning. Der er måske mange imamer der skal ind og fortælle at sådan forholder det sig 
faktisk ikke øh men. Så det kommer an på lige præcist hvad traditionen er forankret i i området og 
hvad det er man er bange for. Man er bange for at alle byens piger kommer til at være letlevende og 
ikke kende deres plads osv. men der kan eksemplets kræft være stærk. Der kan være nabolandsbyer 
der kan være et godt eksempel på at det jo er gået fint, vi har valgt det fra og det er jo ikke sket her. 
Så der kan være nogle der er lidt sejere at få overbevist men kommer det måske efterhånden når de 
ser at det faktisk går godt mange andre steder. Og det vi så tror på det er det her med kritisk masse. 
Når først der er så og så mange landsbyer og områder i et land som har valgt det fra så kommer de 
sidste med også. Så det kan godt være at der er nogle der er sværere at få overbevist, men til sidst 
håber vi de kommer med.  
I2: I laver koblinger imellem kvindelig omskæring som fører til tidlig ægteskab. Jeg kunne godt 
tænke mig at høre en forklaring på det? 
R: Jamen både hos Tostan og UNFPA og UNICEFs joint program, hvor der også er andre 
organisationer involveret. Der er det faktisk to ting der bliver bekæmpet meget sideløbende. Jeg ved 
ikke om jeg har en særlig god argumentation for det men det er ligesom to problematikker som 
ligger nemt for at diskutere samtidig. At en pige har ret til sin krop og ret til sundhed, og hun har 
også ret til sin barndom og ungdom og at øh at det er unaturligt at blive gift som barn. Ens krop er 
ikke færdig med at blive udviklet hvis man bliver gift og skal starte et sexliv og skal til at være mor 
i en meget ung alder så de her samtaler om sundhed og at passe på kroppen. Der lægger det lige for 
at tage samme diskussioner samtidig. Så mange steder der vælger man de her to traditioner fra 
samtidig... og det siger også en tradition med børneægteskaber som man ligesom kan diskutere på 
samme måde som omskæring. Det er en tradition man godt kan ændre. Man kan sige nu sætter man 
en minimumsalder til hvornår man kan blive gift, og mange steder kan man sige der er man ved at 
få regeringen og lovgivningen med så man både kan sige det er altså ulovligt at omskære og det er 
ulovligt at blive gift før en hvis alder. Så der er mange af argumentationerne der lapper ind over 
hinanden.  
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Kære Bashir Khalid, Elisabet Kass, Hanan Chemlali & Nikolaj Houmann, 
  
Mange tak for Jeres mail af 15. april 2013. Et både interessant og vigtigt emne. 
 Fremme af menneskerettigheder og ligestilling mellem kønnene - herunder afskaffelse af kvindelig 
omskæring - er et centralt fokusområde i regeringens udviklingspolitiske strategi og i dansk 
udviklingspolitik. Danmark opfatter således afskaffelsen af kvindelig omskæring som nødvendigt i 
kampen for at fremme børns rettigheder og kvinders reproduktive og seksuelle sundhed. 
 Kvindelig omskæring udgør både et menneskerettigheds-, ligestillings samt sundhedsspørgsmål, og 
adresseres i det danske udviklingssamarbejde med udgangspunkt i bl.a. den udviklingspolitiske 
strategi, Danmarks strategi for at fremme seksuel og reproduktiv sundhed og rettigheder samt 
strategien for ligestilling i dansk udviklingsbistand. Af konkrete projekter, kan endvidere 
eksempelvis nævnes Danmarks støtte til Inter-African Committee on Traditional Practices (IAC) og 
organisationens arbejde for eliminering af kvindelig omskæring i Afrika. Danmark har således ydet 
2,5 mio. DKK i 2003 samt 3,5 mio. DKK i 2007 til IAC. Hertil kommer, at Danmark arbejder for 
afskaffelse af kvindelig omskæring på det normative plan i FN, EU og andre relevante fora. Bl.a. 
har Danmark – sammen med EU27 – co-sponsoreret CSW-resolutionen 54/7 om Female Genital 
Mutilation der blev vedtaget i 2010 samt resolutionen ”Intensifying global efforts for the 
elimination of female genital mutilations” der blev vedtaget i FN’s menneskerettighedsudvalg i 
december 2012 
 
Jeg håber, at ovenstående kan bruges I forbindelse med Jeres opgaveskrivning. 
  
Held og lykke med Jeres bacheloropgave. 
  
Med venlig hilsen 
  
Lena Hothes 
  
_______________________________________________________ 
  
LENA HOTHES / LENHOT@UM.DK 
FULDMÆGTIG – BEFOLKNINGSSPØRGSMÅL INKL. SEKSUEL OG REPRODUKTIV SUNDHED 
OG RETTIGHEDER. KONTORET FOR UDVIKLINGSPOLITIK OG GLOBALT SAMARBEJDE (UGS)  
UDENRIGSMINISTERIET - DANIDA 
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APPENDIX D 
 
I: Map: Prevalence of female genital mutilation in Africa and Yemen (women aged 15 - 49) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                  
 
 
Source: MICS, DHS and other national surveys, 
                                       1997-2006. Map developed by UNICEF, 2007 
 
                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II: Countries where female genital mutilation has been documented 
Listed below are countries in which FC of Types I, II, III and Type IV has been documented as a 
traditional practice (Online: WHO Fact sheet).  
Prevalence is derived from national survey data (the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) published by Macro, or 
the Multiple Cluster Indicator Surveys (MICS), published by UNICEF). 
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Country Year 
Estimated prevalence of female genital mutilation 
in girls and women 
15 – 49 years (%) 
Benin 2006 12.9 
Burkina Faso 2006 72.5 
Cameroon 2004 1.4 
Central African Republic 2008 25.7 
Chad 2004 44.9 
Côte d’Ivoire 2006 36.4 
Djibouti 2006 93.1 
Egypt 2008 91.1 
Eritrea 2002 88.7 
Ethiopia  2005 74.3 
Gambia 2005/6 78.3 
Ghana 2006 3.8 
Guinea 2005 95.6 
Guinea-Bissau 2006 44.5 
Kenya 2008/9 27.1 
Liberia 2007 58.2 
Mali 2006 85.2 
Mauritania 2007 72.2 
Niger 2006 2.2 
Nigeria 2008 29.6 
Senegal 2005 28.2 
Sierra Leone 2006 94 
Somalia 2006 97.9 
Sudan, northern (approximately 80% of total 
population in survey) 2000 90 
Togo 2006 5.8 
Uganda 2006 0.8 
United Republic of Tanzania 2004 14.6 
Yemen 2003 38.2 
 
